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Executive Summary

Introduction

The International Law Association (ILA) established the Study Group on Cybersecurity, Terrorism, and International Law at the end of 2013 to examine international law related to cyber terrorism. The chair and co-rapporteurs invited experts and scholars from ILA branches around the world to participate in the Study Group, and ILA members from eleven countries joined the Study Group. During 2014, the members of the Study Group provided input on the objectives of the project, the structure of the research agenda, and the international legal issues the project needed to address. The chair and co-rapporteurs prepared two full drafts of the report (May 2015, December 2015) and invited Study Group members to comment on the drafts. This report constitutes the Study Group’s final draft submitted to the ILA.

The Study Group identified four main objectives for its work:

- Examine the potential threat posed by cyber terrorism, including how technological trends and innovations might affect the threat;
- Develop a definition of “cyber terrorism” to guide its analysis based on international law and state practice;
- Produce and analyze an inventory of international law potentially relevant to cyber terrorism; and
- Assess whether pro-active international legal actions concerning potential acts of cyber terrorism would be worthwhile and feasible.

Examine the potential threat posed by cyber terrorism

The Study Group reviewed primary documents and secondary literature on the threat of cyber terrorism (see Chapters 1-2). It noted the continued gap between concerns expressed by policymakers and experts about cyber terrorism and the lack of cyber incidents widely acknowledged to involve acts of terrorism. Analyses of technological trends and innovations often identify the potential for such changes to facilitate acts of cyber terrorism. Such technological developments, along with threats posed by terrorist groups, such as Al Qaeda and the so-called “Islamic State,” ensure that concerns about cyber terrorism have not dissipated, despite the lack of cyber terrorism incidents. The political prominence of these concerns made the Study Group’s focus on international law relevant to the policy landscape developing on this issue.

Develop a definition of “cyber terrorism”

The Study Group noted the lack of an agreed definition of “cyber terrorism” in policy, law, and scholarly literature. It reviewed existing international law on terrorism in order to identify what elements a definition of cyber terrorism should include (see Chapter 3). On the basis of this research, the Study Group developed a working definition of cyber terrorism to guide its work:
“Cyber terrorism” involves acts intentionally committed by any person who uses information and communication technologies unlawfully in ways that cause, or are intended to cause, death or serious bodily injury to persons, substantial damage to public or private property, the economy, or the environment, or serious disruption of public services and that are undertaken with the intent to spread fear in civilian populations or to compel a government, a civilian population, or an international organization to take or abstain from specific acts or courses of action.

Produce an inventory of international law potentially relevant to cyber terrorism

In combatting terrorism, states and international organizations have formulated policies to achieve three strategic objectives: respond to acts of terrorism, protect against terrorism, and prevent terrorist attacks. The Study Group used this “respond, protect, and prevent” framework to organize its analysis of international law relevant to cyber terrorism. Applying this approach, the Study Group analyzed an extensive amount of international law. The bulk of the Study Group’s report—Chapters 4, 5, and 6—examines the international law implicated by the threat of cyber terrorism.

The Study Group’s analysis of responding to cyber terrorism (see Chapter 4) included examining multilateral and regional anti-terrorism treaties, the draft Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism, Security Council resolutions on terrorism, the purported crime of international terrorism in customary international law, treaties on cyber crime and transnational organized crime, extradition and mutual legal assistance treaties, international law on the use of force, international humanitarian law, and international criminal law.

In assessing international law relevant to protecting against cyber terrorism (see Chapter 5), the Study Group concentrated on international law connected to critical infrastructure sectors, such as nuclear energy and aviation. This law includes treaties that establish and guide international organizations working on critical infrastructure issues (e.g., International Atomic Energy Agency), as well as treaty law that specifically addresses protection of critical infrastructure from cyber threats. The Study Group also considered areas of international law relevant to: creating resilience in societies against malicious cyber activities (e.g., approaches used in transboundary pollution treaties), securing dangerous materials from terrorists, and using export controls as a counter-terrorism strategy. Finally, international human rights law was analyzed because of the importance electronic surveillance and information sharing have in protecting against terrorism and cyber terrorism.

In terms of preventing cyber terrorism (see Chapter 6), the Study Group focused on Security Council resolutions that impose binding obligations on terrorism prevention, treaties specifically on preventing terrorism, international human rights law and electronic surveillance (including controversies over encryption), and international law on the use of force in connection with anticipatory and pre-emptive self-defense.
Assess whether pro-active international legal actions concerning potential acts of cyber terrorism would be worthwhile and feasible

From its analysis of international law relevant to responding to, protecting against, and preventing cyber terrorism, the Study Group identified options to improve the contributions international law could make against the threat of cyber terrorism. The options fell into two categories: (1) ideas for better utilization of existing treaty and customary international law; and (2) proposals for the development of new international law. The following table summarizes the Study Group’s analysis:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Objective</th>
<th>Options Analyzed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Respond (Chapter 4, Section 4.8)</td>
<td><strong>Better Use of Existing International Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Where possible, ensure treaties on anti-terrorism, cyber crime, organized crime, extradition, and mutual legal assistance apply to cyber terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Make clear Security Council resolutions on terrorism apply to cyber terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Creating New International Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Amend, or adopt protocols to, relevant anti-terrorism, cyber crime, and organized crime treaties to cover cyber terrorism expressly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Adoption of a Security Council resolution on cyber terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Negotiate a treaty on cyber terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect (Chapter 5, Section 5.8)</td>
<td><strong>Better Use of Existing International Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increase attention on cyber defenses in existing treaty regimes that address critical infrastructure sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Creating New International Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Include strengthening cyber defenses in a treaty on cyber terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevent (Chapter 6, Section 6.8)</td>
<td><strong>Better Use of Existing International Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Make clear existing Security Council resolutions on terrorism cover cyber terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Make clear existing treaty law on terrorism prevention applies to cyber terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Creating New International Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Security Council adoption of a resolution on prevention of cyber terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Include prevention of cyber terrorism in a treaty on cyber terrorism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Study Group also identified where existing controversies in international law continue when cyber terrorism is the focus. Long-standing debates about international law on the use of force, including the rules on using force in self-defense, do not dissipate when cyber terrorism is the topic. Similarly, friction between political desires for expanded counter-terrorism surveillance and the obligations to protect individual rights in international human rights law persists in the context of cyber terrorism.

Finally (see Chapter 7), the Study Group made recommendations to the ILA concerning (1) follow-on work advancing ideas discussed by the Study Group, such as preparing a draft treaty specifically addressing cyber terrorism for states, international
organizations, and non-governmental experts to consider; and (2) additional research focused on other aspects of the relationship between cyberspace and terrorism, such as the international legal issues that arise from how terrorist groups use the Internet to communicate, spread propaganda, recruit and radicalize individuals, and raise funds.

* * *
INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Study Group’s Objectives

1. The International Law Association (ILA) established the Study Group on Cybersecurity, Terrorism, and International Law to examine international law related to cyber terrorism. Policy documents have frequently identified cyber terrorism as a threat, even though experts do not believe terrorists have, to date, successfully conducted cyber attacks that qualify as terrorism, as opposed to terrorist groups using information and communication technologies (ICTs) and the Internet for other purposes.

2. Even so, governments and experts fear terrorists will eventually use ICTs and the Internet to attack targets, such as cyber-enabled critical infrastructure, in order to terrorize societies by damaging economies and public services or causing injury or death. Cyber attacks by terrorists have the potential to be equally or more devastating than traditional forms of kinetic terrorism. The present gap between often-voiced fears about cyber terrorism and the perceived lack of it has contributed to analyses of cyber terrorism remaining general, speculative, and sporadic.

3. International lawyers have studied and discussed cyber terrorism. For example, a study sponsored by the Council of Europe in 2007 analyzed the applicability of existing

3 In its research, the Study Group did not identify any cyber incident that experts agree constitutes terrorism, as terrorism has traditionally been understood in policy and law. The lack of acknowledged acts of cyber terrorism flows, in part, from controversies about the definition of “cyber terrorism.” Chapter 3 (Defining “Cyber Terrorism”) infra addresses definitional issues.
treaties on terrorism and cyber crime to cyber terrorism. Although helpful, existing international legal literature reflects neither sustained attention nor consensus on how to define and analyze cyber terrorism. Continued warnings about cyber terrorism and the damage it might cause invite more systematic international legal scrutiny of this potential national and international security threat. The increased interest in other aspects of cybersecurity, such as how cyber weapons might affect international law on the use of force and armed conflict, highlight the opportunity to study cyber terrorism more closely under international law.

4. Conceived and initiated by Russell Buchan and Emily Crawford (co-rapporteurs), chaired by David Fidler, and advised by a global group of scholars and experts, the Study Group explored international law associated with potential terrorist use of cyber attacks. Generally, for the Study Group, a terrorist cyber attack involves non-state actors using ICTs to injure or kill persons, damage property, or seriously disrupt public services in order to spread fear among civilians or compel populations or governmental authorities to take or abstain from specific actions.

5. The Study Group excluded from its efforts terrorist use of ICTs and the Internet for other purposes, including communications, propaganda, recruitment, and fundraising. Nor did the Study Group examine how governments conduct counter-terrorism generally in cyberspace, such as engaging in surveillance of electronic communications. These topics are important, but the Study Group limited the scope of its project in order to concentrate on a core component of the relationship between terrorism and cyberspace.

6. The Study Group identified four main objectives for its work:

- Examine the potential threat posed by cyber terrorism, including how technological trends and innovations might affect the threat;
- Develop a definition of “cyber terrorism” to guide its analysis based on international law and state practice;
- Produce and analyze an inventory of international law potentially relevant to cyber terrorism; and
- Assess whether pro-active international legal actions concerning potential acts of cyber terrorism would be worthwhile and feasible.

7 Council of Europe Counter-Terrorism Task Force, Cyberterrorism—The Use of the Internet for Terrorist Purposes (Strasbourg: Council of Europe Publishing, 2007), 94-95.
8 International lawyers are not alone in this respect. The editors of Cyberterrorism: Understanding, Assessment, and Response noted a feature of existing analyses “is the absence of any real agreement on the . . . fundamental question of what, exactly, cyberterrorism is.”
10 See Chapter 3 (Defining “Cyber Terrorism”) infra for detailed analysis.
1.2 The Report’s Analytical Framework

7. The absence of cyber attacks widely recognized as acts of terrorism helps explain why, to date, states have not developed much international law specifically on cyber terrorism. In working to achieve its goals, the Study Group examined the ways in which states have used international law to respond to, protect against, and prevent terrorism generally. Using this template, the Study Group organized international legal issues under the strategies of responding to, protecting against, and preventing cyber terrorism. This approach required identifying whether, and to what extent, cyber terrorism might be different from other forms of terrorism. This requirement connected to the objective of assessing cyber terrorism in light of the technological aspects of this threat.

1.2.1 Terrorism and International Law

8. The evolution of international law on terrorism predominantly reflects states reacting to terrorist acts by producing treaties on specific areas or sectors of concern. This pattern emerged before the attacks on the United States on September 11, 2001, as evidenced by treaties on different terrorist activities dating to the 1960s. Reactions to 9/11 and terrorist attacks in Madrid in 2004, London in 2005, Paris in 2015, and Brussels in 2016 continued this pattern as countries responded with, among other things, international legal initiatives.

9. In the wake of these and other terrorist attacks, counter-terrorism policies have emphasized three strategic objectives:

- **Respond** to terrorist attacks through national criminal law and cooperation among national and international law enforcement agencies;
- **Protect** societies from terrorist attacks through “hardening” potential targets, such as critical infrastructure, and developing capabilities for recovery; and
- **Prevent** terrorist attacks through intelligence, information sharing, cutting off financial and other resources, and anticipatory or pre-emptive covert or military action against imminent or emerging terrorist threats.

10. Ideally, the sequencing of these objectives would start with prevention and move through protection and response. However, states have developed more international law with respect to responding to terrorist acts than on protecting against and preventing terrorism. In keeping with this reality, the report focuses first on the response strategy (Part 4) before examining the protection and prevention approaches (Parts 5 and 6).

11. Although distinct, these objectives overlap because actions in each contribute to the other goals. Investigation and prosecution of terrorists can support protection and prevention by creating deterrence. Securing nuclear, chemical, or biological materials

---

11 *But see Section 4.2.3 (Multilateral Anti-Terrorism Treaties Not in Force) infra discussing treaties not in force that address cyber attacks in civil aviation.*

protects against and prevents terrorism by ensuring these materials do not fall into terrorists’ hands. Preventing terrorist attacks protects societies from suffering harmful consequences. As the terrorist threat continued to grow more dangerous, governments formulated policies against terrorism with these overlapping goals as priorities.

12. Although each category informs counter-terrorism policy, strategies after 9/11 and other major terrorist attacks have emphasized protection and prevention more than previously had been the case. This shift created a broader range of challenges and raised more international legal issues than when treaties criminalizing terrorist offenses and strengthening law enforcement cooperation dominated international law on terrorism.

13. For example, non-proliferation treaties, such as the Biological Weapons Convention,13 became relevant to counter-terrorism even though they did not specifically address terrorism.14 The need for intelligence to prevent terrorist attacks implicated international human rights law, particularly the rights to freedom of expression and privacy.15 Intelligence-driven awareness of terrorist activities fed arguments that international law permitted anticipatory or pre-emptive use of force against terrorists.16

14. The heightened concerns about terrorism also attracted the attention of international organizations, resulting in many counter-terrorism initiatives. The United Nations (UN) Security Council issued decisions under Chapter VII of the UN Charter requiring UN member states to fulfill counter-terrorism obligations,17 and it created a Counter-Terrorism Committee to advance the international counter-terrorism agenda.18 Other multilateral and regional organizations also generated treaty law, such as new antiterrorism agreements, and soft-law initiatives designed to improve multilateral cooperation against terrorism.19

15. In sum, counter-terrorism efforts produced new international law and “soft” law, applied existing legal instruments in new ways, and created interpretations of international law—with controversies especially appearing with respect to intelligence and military activities—in order to respond to, protect against, and prevent terrorism.

---


1.2.2 Cyber Terrorism and International Law

16. The Study Group’s analysis is premised on the widely held position that international law applies to activities in cyberspace, including acts of terrorism. Controversies about whether international law applies in cyberspace, such as those centered on the law of armed conflict, have not arisen in discussions about threats terrorism poses in cyberspace. The Study Group also analyzed the law of armed conflict as an applicable body of international law concerning cyber terrorism.

17. The different ways acts of terrorism and the development of counter-terrorism policy have affected international law constitute starting points for exploring international legal issues related to cyber terrorism. First, the pathways blazed in counter-terrorism form the most likely routes states will take in addressing cyber terrorism. Counter-terrorism policy provides a roadmap for identifying objectives for action against cyber terrorism—respond, protect against, and prevent—and areas and issues relevant to addressing each objective in connection with cyber terrorism.

18. Second, the international law on, and the international legal controversies related to, counter-terrorism applies in various ways to potential acts of cyber terrorism. Certain cyber activities by terrorists could fall within the scope of some existing sector-specific anti-terrorism treaties. Efforts to prevent cyber terrorism through strengthened surveillance or preventive “active defense” measures confront the international legal controversies experienced in counter-terrorism policy associated with expanded intelligence activities and the anticipatory or pre-emptive uses of force.

19. Third, states have engaged in lawmaking when they perceived gaps or weaknesses in international law on terrorism. The lack of specific international law on cyber terrorism makes this pattern relevant in evaluating whether states should develop new international law to support policies against cyber terrorism.

20. Although examining how counter-terrorism efforts have used international law provides guidance, cyber terrorism has features not easily mapped against other types of

---

20 *GGE Report* (2013), ¶ 19 (stating that “[i]nternational law, and in particular the Charter of the United Nations, is applicable and is essential to maintaining peace and stability and promoting an open, secure, peaceful and accessible ICT environment”).

21 *GGE Report* (2015), ¶ 6 (noting that “terrorist attacks against ICTs or ICT-dependent infrastructure . . . may threaten international peace and security”).

22 Scott Warren Harold, Martin C. Libicki, and Astrid Stuth Cevallos, *Getting to Yes with China in Cyberspace* (Santa Monica: RAND, 2016), 66-67 (discussing China’s resistance to acknowledging the application of the law of armed conflict in cyberspace).

23 See Section 4.6 (International Humanitarian Law and Responding to Cyber Terrorism during Armed Conflict) infra.

24 See Section 4.2 (Anti-Terrorism Treaties) infra.


terrorism. The international law addressing nuclear, chemical, or biological terrorism does not apply readily to terrorist use of ICTs. Skepticism that states can restrict terrorist access to the means and methods of cyber attack suggests that ICTs and the Internet—as highly accessible technologies that create attribution problems—presents challenges different from those associated with nuclear, chemical, or biological materials. The ways in which the technological attributes of cyberspace affect policy and international law cut across the Study Group’s analysis.

1.3 Options for International Legal Action

21. In keeping with its objective of evaluating whether pro-active steps in international law against cyber terrorism would be worthwhile, the Study Group identified options for action described throughout this report. These options fall into two categories. First, the Study Group highlighted ways states could better utilize existing international legal rules and mechanisms against cyber terrorism. For example, states parties to some existing anti-terrorism treaties could publicly declare that the treaties apply to acts of cyber terrorism. States parties to treaties addressing critical infrastructure sectors could pay more attention to cybersecurity and invest resources to protect such infrastructure against cyber terrorism.

22. Second, the Study Group identified options involving the creation of new international law for cyber terrorism. The most prominent of these options would involve adopting a treaty specifically on cyber terrorism. Although much international law is relevant to acts of cyber terrorism, little of this law has been designed with cyber terrorism in mind. Cyber terrorism has sufficiently different features from other forms of terrorism to warrant consideration of developing “fit for purpose” international law.
PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Cyberspace and Terrorism

2.1.1 Scope of the Study Group’s Analysis

23. The Study Group is aware the relationship between terrorism and cyberspace is broader than terrorists using ICTs to attack governmental or civilian targets with sufficient damage in order to terrorize or coerce. The present paucity of such attacks contrasts with terrorist use of cyberspace for other purposes, including propaganda, recruitment, and fundraising. These terrorist uses of cyberspace explain why references to cyber terrorism, information terrorism, or Internet terrorism often include them.27

24. Although long a concern, worries about terrorist use of the Internet increased with the rise of the so-called “Islamic State” and other extremist groups.28 News stories and analysts have noted the sophistication of such groups in using social media for propaganda and recruitment.29 These activities support the Islamic State’s use of violence to terrorize civilians and intimidate governments.30 Governments, international institutions, and non-governmental organizations are trying to figure out better approaches to these terrorist uses of cyberspace,31 including actions taken by the UN Security Council and its Counter-Terrorism Committee.32

28 This report’s use of “Islamic State” does not mean the Study Group accepts this terrorist organization’s claim to be a state or caliphate. However, use of Islamic State as this group’s name has become ubiquitous in the media and in policy and legal analysis of its activities.
32 See Security Council Resolution 2178 (2014), ¶ 7 (expressing its “determination to consider listing . . . individuals, groups, undertakings and entities associated with Al-Qaida who are financing, arming, planning, or recruiting for them, or otherwise supporting their acts or activities, including through information and communications technologies, such as the internet, social media, or any other means”). On the Counter-Terrorism Committee, see Special Meeting of the Counter-Terrorism Committee and Technical Sessions of the Counter-Terrorism Committee Executive Directorate on Preventing and
25. The Islamic State has also stoked fears it and other terrorist groups will turn to cyber attacks. In January 2015, the so-called “Cyber Caliphate” affiliated with the Islamic State claimed to have hacked into social media sites of U.S. Central Command (CENTCOM), one of the U.S. military’s combatant commands. In April 2015, individuals claiming to be part of the Cyber Caliphate took credit for hacking television channels, websites, and social media operated by TV5Monde, a French public television network. French officials later indicated, however, that Russian hackers might have carried out the TV5Monde attack—another example of the difficulty of attributing acts in cyberspace. Although these incidents were not widely regarded as terrorism, terrorist groups’ increased abuse of cyberspace worries policymakers that terrorists might begin to engage in cyber attacks that cause physical damage or injure people.

26. The Study Group decided against taking up all the international legal issues that arise from terrorist activities in cyberspace. The Study Group’s focus on potential terrorist cyber attacks exhibiting features associated with terrorism produced enough to explore. However, the Study Group appreciates the need to examine other facets of terrorism and cyberspace, especially given the calls for international cooperation related to the Islamic State’s exploitation of the Internet. Thus, it recommends the ILA establish another study group to focus on the international legal issues associated with terrorist use of ICTs and the Internet for purposes other than cyber attacks.
2.1.2 Terminology in Analyzing Cyber Terrorism

27. The manner in which the relationship between cyberspace and terrorism is discussed reflects different meanings given to concepts, such as “cyber terrorism” and “cyber attack.” Terminological diversity arises in other areas of cybersecurity, as seen in perspectives on what “cyber war” and “cyber deterrence” mean. International law adds to these challenges. For example, treaty definitions of terrorist offenses determine whether a kinetic or cyber incident qualifies as terrorism. Similarly, international law uses concepts that shape how such incidents are assessed, including “use of force” and “armed attack” in the rules on using force and “attack” in the law of armed conflict.

28. Similarly, other terms, such as the Internet and cyberspace, have no commonly agreed definitions despite their frequent use in analyzing cybersecurity and cyber terrorism. For its purposes, the Study Group used the following terms as described below:

- Information and communication technologies (ICTs): Technologies used to transmit and receive digital information, including (but not limited to) computers, smartphones, and software programs.
- Internet: The global network that uses standardized protocols to facilitate communication and information exchange among individual and interconnected ICTs.
- Cyberspace: The domain or environment of communication and information exchange created by connecting ICTs through the Internet.

29. The lack of agreed definitions of key terms, and the importance of clarity in legal analysis, informed the Study Group’s development of a working definition of “cyber terrorism,” which Chapter 3 of the report covers. This definition guided the Study Group’s evaluation of cyber incidents under international law relevant to terrorism. While useful, the Study Group’s definition of cyber terrorism does not represent international law, nor does it eliminate definitional controversies in this area of cybersecurity.

2.2 Internet Governance and Cyber Terrorism

30. Analyzing international legal issues associated with cyber terrorism does not happen in a vacuum. Policy and legal approaches to cyber terrorism arise against, among other things, the backdrop of “Internet governance.” Controversies about the scope and substance of Internet governance and competition between multi-stakeholder and
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40 NATO Cooperative Cyber Defence Centre of Excellence “Cyber Definitions,” https://ccdcoe.org/cyber-definitions.html (noting “[t]here are no common definitions for Cyber terms—they are understood to mean different things by different nations/organisations, despite prevalence in mainstream media and in national and international organisational statements”).

41 See Global Commission on Internet Governance, One Internet (London: Chatham House, 2016).

42 States have expressed different perspectives on what “Internet governance” means. These differences appeared in the Working Group on Internet Governance (WGIG) established in 2003 by the UN Secretary-General as part of the World Summit on the Information Society process. In its 2005 report, the WGIG noted “there is not yet a shared view of Internet governance” because, during the Internet’s evolution, “very different points of view emerged about the scope and mechanisms of Internet governance.” Report of the
intergovernmental approaches to Internet governance, affect political discussions in many cyber-related contexts, ranging from human rights to espionage. The politics of these controversies can undermine prospects for addressing cyber problems effectively.

31. In the context of cyber terrorism, initiatives to address perceived gaps in international law have to be mindful of the Internet governance problem. First, disagreements about Internet governance could prevent consensus on international legal steps to combat cyber terrorism. Second, actions, such as defining cyber terrorism in a treaty, could agitate controversies over Internet governance, especially those related to how cybersecurity, or “information security,” affects the protection of human rights.

32. Although the Study Group did not delve into the Internet governance debate, it did not ignore the debate’s impact on its analysis of options for action. Where appropriate, this report notes where Internet governance controversies might complicate international legal activities the Study Group thinks worthwhile to pursue.

2.3 Technology and Cyber Terrorism

33. The Study Group’s objectives include understanding how technological trends might affect the threat of cyber terrorism. This task reflects the need for similar understanding in areas of terrorism associated with “dual use” technologies. Policy on terrorism conducted with weapons of mass destruction (WMD) involves tracking how biological, chemical, and nuclear technologies evolve and what changes mean for the potential of WMD terrorism.

34. The leading concern, especially with respect to biological and chemical terrorism, is that technological developments might make WMD terrorism more likely by lowering
obstacles to obtaining and exploiting the requisite materials and know-how. The “dual use” nature of these technologies complicates policymaking because technological advances can create benefits for societies. Taking advantage of these benefits while minimizing the possibility of terrorist abuse has proved difficult. The controversies among the scientific, public health, and national security communities about “gain of function” research on pathogens provide an example of this conundrum.

35. Like WMD terrorism, cyber terrorism is presently linked with specific technologies as the means of inflicting damage and spreading terror. Fears about cyber terrorism include the possibility that technological developments will increase the capabilities and motivations of terrorists to launch cyber attacks. Networked ICTs, and their global dissemination, heightens prospects that non-state actors, including criminals and terrorists, can develop powerful capabilities. The scale and sophistication of cyber crime globally provide evidence supporting this concern.

36. The Study Group found little reason to believe technological innovation affecting the use of cyberspace will slow down. Cybersecurity experts identify emerging vulnerabilities in technological developments being widely embraced, including cloud computing, mobile devices, self-driving vehicles, the “Internet of Things,” and the “Internet of Everything.” The growing dependence of governments, economies, and societies on these technologies increases incentives for more innovation. Whether the next wave of innovation incorporates better cybersecurity in the design of software and hardware remains to be seen, but moves in this direction might agitate the “offense v. defense” dynamic already influencing technological developments in this context.

37. Technological innovation can also create problems for policy and legal measures addressing cyber terrorism. For example, the increasing use of cloud computing complicates jurisdictional issues central to the exercise of governmental authority. In one case, Microsoft challenged a search warrant from the U.S. government ordering disclosure of information stored on a Microsoft server in Ireland. Microsoft argued that
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48 See, e.g., Elisa D. Harris, “Dual-Use Threats: The Case of Biological Technology,” in Governance of Dual-Use Technologies, 60-111.
50 On the dual-use nature of ICTs, see Herb Lin, “Governance of Information Technology and Cyber Weapons,” in Governance of Dual-Use Technologies, 112-57.
53 Michael Chertoff and Paul Rosenzweig, A Primer on Globally Harmonizing Internet Jurisdiction and Regulations (Global Commission on Internet Governance Paper Series No. 10, Mar. 2015).
the U.S. government has no jurisdiction to order disclosure of information held outside the United States. A cyber terrorist attack on data stored in the cloud could generate competing jurisdictional claims from states for which there are no easy solutions, and jurisdictional conflicts could delay effective responses to cyber terrorism.

38. Innovation will not necessarily lead to greater terrorist interest in certain technologies. Predictions about biotechnology advances generating biological terrorism have not, to date, proved prescient. Although criminals harness ICTs, terrorists have not yet demonstrated similar interest or acumen despite government warnings about threats from cyber terrorism because networked ICTs and the related know-how are globally disseminated. Factors beyond access to technical capabilities and skills inform terrorist actions. Drawing conclusions about probabilities in terrorist behavior from technological possibilities alone might be counterproductive.

39. Uncertainties about how technological developments might affect the likelihood of cyber terrorism complicate efforts to advance a pro-active agenda. Proposals to prevent or protect against possible crises carry less weight than the urgency actual emergencies produce. This pattern is pervasive in counter-terrorism and cybersecurity. International law on terrorism has arisen overwhelmingly through reactions to terrorist incidents. Reactive policymaking also characterizes cybersecurity, with governments scrambling to react, for example, to increasing cyber crime and cyber espionage.

40. In addition, the ways in which technological trends could affect policy and legal thinking are not straightforward. For example, continued technological developments could help or hinder traditional law enforcement approaches to cyber terrorism by making attribution easier or harder. Further, the ease with which terrorists can adapt technologies developed for peaceful uses means that protecting against and preventing cyber terrorism require advanced capabilities terrorists could also “reverse engineer” for malevolent purposes. This dynamic could feed technological competition between the “good guys” and “bad guys” that already threatens measures supporting the protection and prevention objectives.

41. As in other contexts involving technological innovation, applying and developing international law in response to cyber terrorism requires addressing not only existing dangers but also future threats. This challenge will place a premium on crafting flexible, technologically neutral approaches.

2.4 International Law and Cyber Terrorism

42. The international law relevant to cyber terrorism is, at present, mainly composed of “legacy rules”—rules of existing international law adopted to address certain problems that are not cyber-specific but can be applied against cyber terrorism. Some of these
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rules, such as the international law on the use of force, are designed to apply generally rather than to acts involving specific technologies. In addition, many legacy rules are the most relevant principles because states have not developed much international law specific to cyber terrorism.

43. The same pattern also appears in cybersecurity. States have not, to date, developed many treaties targeting cybersecurity problems. The main area where treaty law has developed is cyber crime.\textsuperscript{56} For cyber terrorism, cyber espionage, and military use of cyber capabilities, the applicable international law consists of legacy rules based on treaties, customary international law, or general principles of international law.\textsuperscript{57}

44. The Study Group sought to assess the adequacy of legacy rules and the advisability of changing these rules or developing entirely new international law specifically to address cyber terrorism.\textsuperscript{58} In particular, the report discusses whether a treaty addressing cyber terrorism should be pursued. The feasibility of developing treaty law on cyber terrorism faces obstacles, including general challenges in crafting multilateral treaties; difficulties in defining terrorism experienced in other treaty negotiations; lack of agreement on what cybersecurity means; controversies over Internet governance; and geopolitical competition among countries.

45. Whether customary international law specific to cyber terrorism can develop is just as difficult to assess. International law on terrorism is predominantly treaty-based, and claims that customary international law includes a crime of international terrorism have proved controversial.\textsuperscript{59} It is not apparent how efforts against cyber terrorism can avoid the problems seen with custom in the fight against other forms of terrorism.

46. What state practice exists on cyber incidents underscores the difficulties custom formation faces. In response to the Cyber Caliphate’s claimed operation against CENTCOM,\textsuperscript{60} the U.S. government did not characterize the incident as cyber terrorism even though it considers the Islamic State—the group controlling the Cyber Caliphate—a


\textsuperscript{58} The prevalence of legacy rules raises the question whether challenges associated with cybersecurity, including cyber terrorism, require changes to pre-cyber rules of international law. On this issue regarding international law and the use of force in connection with cyber terrorism, see Section 4.5 (The Use of Force in Self-Defense, Sanctions, and Responding to Cyber Terrorism) infra.

\textsuperscript{59} See Section 4.3.2 (Customary International Law and the Crime of International Terrorism) infra.

\textsuperscript{60} Earle and Schram, “‘We are Coming’: ISIS Hacks Defense Department.”
terrorist group. CENTCOM described the incident as "cyber vandalism," because, among other things, the impact was a nuisance rather than disruptive or damaging.61

47. Assuming the Cyber Caliphate was responsible, CENTCOM’s reaction indicates that the relationship between ICTs and terrorism differs from that between WMD technologies and terrorism. The United States would have considered an attempted use of a biological, chemical, or radiological agent by persons affiliated with the Islamic State against the U.S. military a terrorist offense in U.S. law62 and international law,63 no matter how little the attempt actually affected U.S. military operations.

48. The French government initially responded to the cyber incident targeting TV5Monde by opening a terrorism investigation.64 French officials described the incident as an attack against critical infrastructure and the freedoms of information and expression.65 TV5Monde regained control of its operations, but its director-general stated the network’s “systems had been severely damaged.”66 This framing faded when, later, French officials suspected Russian hackers, not the Islamic State, were responsible. This shift underscored the attribution challenge faced in all areas of cybersecurity.

49. In the French incident, the ways in which the cyber operation might violate international law relevant to terrorism are not clear. Existing anti-terrorism treaties are awkward to apply to cyber incidents.67 Although the TV5Monde episode involved what the French considered critical infrastructure, it was not a terrorist offense, for example, within the anti-terrorist treaty with the broadest scope, the International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings.68 The incident also does not fit within any other existing anti-terrorism treaties. Instead, the most relevant treaty law for this incident is contained in treaties on cyber crime.69

50. The treaty-centric nature of international law on terrorism and controversies about the purported customary crime of international terrorism create problems for interpreting the cyber operations against CENTCOM and TV5Monde as violations of customary
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64 Chrisafis and Gibbs, “French Media Groups to Hold Emergency Meeting after ISIS Cyber-Attack.”
65 Ibid.
66 Ibid.
67 See Section 4.2 (Anti-Terrorism Treaties) infra.
68 See Sections 3.2 (Considerations in Defining Cyber Terrorism) and 4.2 (Anti-Terrorism Treaties) infra for analysis of this treaty in the context of cyber terrorism.
international law. The paucity of state practice cautions against reading too much or too little into these incidents, but they illustrate that state practice will develop features that international lawyers have to assess carefully in addressing cyber terrorism.

2.5 State-Sponsored Terrorism, Weak States, and Cyber Terrorism

2.5.1 State-Sponsored Terrorism and Cyber Terrorism

51. Acts of terrorism are sometimes sponsored or supported by states, including through provision of safe havens, funds, weapons, and false identity documents. States have sponsored or supported terrorist acts for various reasons, including using terrorist groups to conduct “proxy war” or asymmetrical conflict against adversary states.

52. State-sponsored terrorism clearly violates international law. In Resolution 1373 (2001), the Security Council imposed obligations on UN member states to “[r]efrain from providing any form of support, active or passive, to entities or persons involved in terrorist acts, including by suppressing recruitment of members of terrorist groups and eliminating the supply of weapons to terrorists.”\(^\text{70}\) State-sponsored terrorism can also violate international law, as when a state-supported terrorist attack violates anti-terrorism treaties, the principle of non-intervention, or the prohibition on the use of force.

53. State sponsorship or support for potential acts of cyber terrorism is an issue because states have been accused of using non-state actors, such as “patriotic hackers,” to conduct cyber operations against other countries.\(^\text{71}\) Controversies about attributing terrorist acts to states under international law arose before cyber terrorism became an issue. Whether conventional or cyber terrorism, problems emerge in applying the principles of state responsibility—can the terrorist act be attributed to a state? Attribution is critical. The application of other rules of international law—such as the prohibition on the use of force by states\(^\text{72}\) and the use of force in self-defense in response to an armed attack by a state\(^\text{73}\)—depends on the act in question being the act of a state.

54. In the cyber context, international law on state responsibility creates a double attribution burden.\(^\text{74}\) First, the perpetrator has to be identified, and ICTs and the Internet provide ways for attackers to obscure the source of attacks.\(^\text{75}\) Second, if the perpetrator is not an agent of a state, then there has to be evidence that a state ordered or had effective

\(^\text{74}\) On state responsibility and cyberspace, see Constantine Antonopoulos, “State Responsibility in Cyberspace,” in Research Handbook on International Law and Cyberspace, 55-71.
\(^\text{75}\) Peter W. Singer and Allan Friedman, Cybersecurity and Cyberwar (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 73.
control or direction over the attack. This double attribution problem makes ICTs potentially attractive for state-sponsored terrorism.

55. The prohibition on state support of terrorism in Security Council Resolution 1373 (2001) applies to cyber terrorism, as defined by the Study Group, given how its definition aligns with definitions of terrorist offenses in many treaties. It is hard to imagine the Security Council would not consider a cyber attack by a non-state actor ordered, controlled, or directed by a state that caused death, injury, or serious property damage and undertaken to spread fear or compel behavior to be a prohibited act of state-sponsored terrorism.

56. The difficulties cyber poses for applying the principles of state responsibility connect to controversial debates about attribution criteria in the international law prohibiting the use of force and regulating the use of force in self-defense. Governments and experts have argued that a state subject to an armed attack by terrorists located in another state can use force against that state if it tolerated the terrorist activities or was unwilling to prevent terrorist attacks coming from its territory. These arguments assert international law on the use of force in self-defense has attribution criteria for state responsibility different from other areas of international law.
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76 International Law Commission, Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, UN General Assembly Resolution 56/83, Dec. 12, 2001, annex [hereinafter ILC Principles of State Responsibility], Article 8. See also GGE Report (2015), ¶ 28(f) (stating “the indication that an ICT activity was launched or otherwise originates from the territory or the ICT infrastructure of a State may be insufficient in itself to attribute the activity to that State”).


78 GGE Report (2013), ¶ 23 (stating “States must not use proxies to commit internationally wrongful acts”); GGE Report (2015), ¶ 28(e) (stating “States must not use proxies to commit internationally wrongful acts using ICTs”).


80 See, e.g., Daniel Bethlehem, “Principles Relevant to the Scope of a State’s Right of Self-Defense Against an Imminent or Actual Armed Attacks by Nonstate Actors,” American Journal of International Law (2012); 106(4): 770-77, 76 (arguing international law permits states to use force in self-defense against actual or imminent armed attacks by non-state actors in the territory of another state without that state’s consent “in circumstances in which there is a reasonable and objective basis for concluding that the third state is colluding with the non-state actor or is otherwise unwilling to effectively restrain the armed activities of non-state actor such as to leave the state that has a necessity to act in self-defense with no other reasonably available effective means to address an imminent or actual armed attack”). For discussion in the context of cyber, see Tsagourias, “Cyber Attacks, Self-Defence, and the Problem of Attribution.”

81 The ILC’s Draft Articles on the Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts recognizes that “special rules of international law” could emerge to govern when a state is responsible for internationally wrongful acts. See ILC Principles of State Responsibility, Article 55.
57. These ideas have generated controversy and do not necessarily represent international law. In restating the law on state responsibility, the Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare (Tallinn Manual) observed that the threshold for responsibility is “stringent” in that “[t]he State needs to have issued specific instructions or directed or controlled a particular operation to engage State responsibility.”

58. Thus, an important issue concerning state-sponsored cyber terrorism in the future will be the double attribution problem created by the nature of ICTs and the international law on state responsibility. The only ways to alleviate this problem are for cyber-incident attribution to become more technically feasible and accurate and/or change the legal threshold for engaging state responsibility in cyberspace under international law.

2.5.2 Weak States and Cyber Terrorism

59. The problem of weak states involves the potential that terrorists exploit the inability of governments to control effectively what happens inside their territories. In the post-9/11 context, weak states and ungoverned spaces have been prominent concerns because of the fear Al-Qaeda or other groups would use them as bases of operations. Whether the link between weak states and terrorism was or is strong has been challenged. Terrorists have operated in weak states (e.g., Iraq, Nigeria) and in states that failed to address the terrorist threat (e.g., Pakistan).

60. The purported link between weak states and terrorism is also problematical concerning cyber terrorism. Policy documents discussing cyber terrorism do not frequently identify weak states or ungoverned parts of states as a concern, certainly not compared with problems associated with the “dark web” and “deep web”—different types of ungoverned space—where terrorists could acquire malware and expertise.
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82 Tallinn Manual, 33. See also Roscini, Cyber Operations and the Use of Force in International Law, 34 (arguing the ILC Principles of State Responsibility constitute the applicable rules of customary international law).
83 See Section 4.5.1 (The Use of Force in Self-Defense and Responding to Terrorism) infra for discussion of the use of force in self-defense in response to terrorist attacks not attributable to a state.
87 The “dark web” refers to “websites that are publicly visible, yet hide the IP addresses of the servers that run them” making it “very difficult to figure out where they’re hosted—or by whom.” The “deep web” is “the collection of all sites on the web that aren’t reachable by a search engine.” Andy Greenberg, “Hacker Lexicon: What is the Dark Web?,” Wired, Nov. 19, 2014, http://www.wired.com/2014/11/hacker-lexicon-whats-dark-web/.
DEFINING “CYBER TERRORISM”

61. An important Study Group objective was developing a definition of cyber terrorism to guide its work. The Study Group was aware that fulfilling this objective would be difficult because (1) states have yet to reach consensus on a definition of terrorism in international law; and (2) definitions of cyber terrorism in national laws and policies and secondary literature exhibit diversity. However, the Study Group needed a working definition of cyber terrorism to establish the scope of its work and identify what policy and legal issues arise within that scope.

62. The importance of a definition of cyber terrorism differs depending on the policy strategy under consideration. Applying a law enforcement strategy requires a precise, transparent definition of the crime of cyber terrorism in order to sustain investigation and prosecution and avoid infringing on activities protected by human rights. However, protecting against cyber terrorism through an “all hazards” strategy focused on cyber defenses does not need a detailed, clear definition because the strategy aims to defend against cyber threats regardless of their source or purpose. The strategy of preventing cyber terrorism needs a definition, but the prevention focus means issues critical to law enforcement, such as the requisite intent and severity of damage, require less precision.

3.1 Defining “Terrorism” and International Law

63. As already noted, what constitutes terrorism has been controversial in international politics and law. States have never agreed on a definition of terrorism, and the manner in which countries identify terrorism in domestic policy and law is not uniform. These controversies reflect that states expand or contract what qualifies as terrorism according to their understanding of threats they face and their interests.

64. The international community’s difficulties in reaching agreement on a definition of terrorism are reflected in the failure of negotiations on a Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism, which have lasted nearly twenty years. Different perspectives on terrorism also appear in how cyber terrorism is variously defined, with
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88 See, e.g., Keiran Hardy and George Williams, “What is ‘Cyberterrorism’? Computer and Internet Technology in Legal Definitions of Terrorism,” in Cyberterrorism: Understanding, Assessment, and Response (Thomas M. Chen, Lee Jarvis, and Stuart MacDonald, eds.) (New York: Springer, 2014), Chapter 2 (analyzing differences in national laws on terrorism concerning cyber attacks in Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and United Kingdom). See also Kristen E. Eichensehr, “The Cyber-Law of Nations,” Georgetown Law Journal (2015); 103: 317-80, 358 fn. 228 (noting that a proposal for a cyber terrorism treaty “provides no reason to think that the definitional and other difficulties that have plagued international efforts to achieve agreement with regard to non-cyber terrorism would be any less problematic in the cyber context”).
89 See Ben Saul, Defining Terrorism in International Law (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2006).
90 Ivanov, “Combating Cyberterrorism under International Law.”
92 See Annex (Examples of Definitions of Cyber Terrorism) infra.
broad or narrow definitions linked with disagreements about larger issues, such as the legitimacy of speech and other activities by political dissidents. Focusing on cyber terrorism does not resolve deadlocks that have prevented the Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism from being adopted. Differences over how to define “cyber terrorism” also emerge from proposals for international action, such as the call Chinese President Xi Jinping made in December 2015 for a “cyberspace anti-terrorism treaty.”

65. However, different political perspectives on terrorism have not stopped states from developing international law on terrorism, and this law contains definitional patterns. The anti-terrorism treaties have avoided the problem of defining terrorism by delineating specific offenses, such as aircraft hijacking and hostage taking, and imposing obligations to harmonize criminal law and facilitate law enforcement cooperation on these offenses. This approach reveals sufficient commonalities to permit extraction of key features of terrorist offenses, including the types of actions, consequences, and intent required to commit them.

66. These commonalities inform (1) parts of the draft Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism that are not controversial; and (2) the claim that customary international law includes a crime of international terrorism. In addition, international humanitarian law for international and non-international armed conflict prohibits acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror in civilian populations, and international criminal tribunals have prosecuted individuals for war crimes for violating this prohibition.

67. The Study Group’s task does not require resolving the scope and substance problems described above. Rather, it needed to define a particular type of terrorism, which makes patterns in treaties with specific terrorist offenses important. Instruments that define terrorist offenses involving use of specific technologies are particularly helpful, such as (1) the International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings (Terrorist Bombings Convention), which covers bombings that release
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94 For the latest draft, see UN General Assembly, Letter Dated 3 August 2005 from the Chairman of the Sixth Committee to the President of the General Assembly, UN Doc. A/59/894, App. II, Aug. 12, 2005.

95 Special Tribunal for Lebanon (Appeals Chamber), Interlocutory Decision on the Applicable Law, STL-11-01/I, Feb. 16, 2011 [hereinafter Special Tribunal for Lebanon Decision], ¶ 85.


97 See Section 4.6 (International Humanitarian Law and Responding to Cyber Terrorism during Armed Conflict) infra for discussion of the case law.
biological, chemical, or radiological agents; and (2) the International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (Nuclear Terrorism Convention).98

68. In thinking about existing treaty approaches to defining terrorist offenses, the Study Group evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of following them in developing a working definition of cyber terrorism. On the one hand, states have used international law to identify, define, and establish cooperation for addressing acts associated with terrorism. Adopting prevailing strategies would align the Study Group’s definition of cyber terrorism with existing treaty law and state practice. On the other hand, following instruments not specific to the cyber context might produce a definition that does not capture what is different about ICTs and how terrorists might use them.

69. Support for aligning a definition of cyber terrorism with how existing anti-terrorism treaties define terrorist offenses comes from domestic law. Some countries incorporate unlawful uses of ICTs into existing criminal terrorist offenses, rather than creating a specific crime of cyber terrorism. For example:

- The United Kingdom defines terrorism to include an action “designed seriously to interfere with or seriously disrupt an electronic system” the use or threat of which “is designed to influence the government or an international governmental organization or to intimidate the public or a section of the public” and “is made for the purpose of advancing a political, religious, racial or ideological cause.”99
- The United States includes in the definition of the “federal crime of terrorism” offenses causing death, serious bodily injury, or the risk of serious bodily injury through damage or destruction of property that involve violations of the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act “calculated to influence or affect the conduct of government by intimidation or coercion, or to retaliate against government conduct.”100
- Under its new counter-terrorism law, Israel will evaluate cyber incidents under the law’s criteria for what constitutes a “terrorist act,” namely commission of a criminal offense with political, religious, or ideological motives intended to incite public fear or coerce a government to commit or abstain from an act.101

70. The Study Group decided to track existing approaches to defining terrorist offenses in international law in its working definition of cyber terrorism.102 As noted above, defining terrorism in international law has been, and remains, fraught with controversy. The Study Group concluded that the most prudent approach involved
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99 Terrorism Act of 2000 (as amended), Section 1(1)-(2).
100 18 U.S.C. § 2332b(g)(5)
developing a definition of cyber terrorism that did not deviate from how states have created and implemented international law on terrorism.

3.2 Considerations in Defining Cyber Terrorism

71. A review of international law on terrorism indicates that the task of defining cyber terrorism has to consider four issues—what acts and effects are covered; what damage threshold (if any) such acts must cross; what intent must inform the acts; and what actors are relevant. The anti-terrorism treaties are not uniform in how they handle these issues in defining their respective offenses, so no standard template emerges from these instruments to apply in defining cyber terrorism. In addition, the little state practice relevant to cyber terrorism that exists informed the Study Group’s definition.

3.2.1 Acts

72. Anti-terrorism treaties frequently require in their offenses that predicate acts be unlawful and intentional. For example, under the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation (1971), a person does not commit an offence without acting unlawfully and intentionally.103 This requirement makes sense for cyber terrorism as well, given the scale and intensity of ICT and Internet use around the world. To avoid defining cyber terrorism in an overly broad manner, the Study Group’s definition requires predicate acts be unlawfully and intentionally committed.

73. The Study Group limited its focus to acts of terrorism committed through ICTs and the Internet and excluded terrorist use of these technologies for other purposes, such as spreading propaganda and raising funds. This exclusion means its definition of cyber terrorism has to reflect this technology-driven choice. Thus, the Study Group reviewed the Terrorist Bombings Convention and the Nuclear Terrorism Convention for insights on how states have defined terrorist offenses linked to particular technologies.

74. The Terrorist Bombings Convention applies to use of an “explosive or incendiary device,” which includes a weapon or device designed to, or that can, disseminate toxic chemicals, biological agents or toxins or similar substances, or radiation or radioactive material.104 The Nuclear Terrorism Convention applies to possession or use of radioactive material, a device designed to disperse radioactive material or emit radiation, and using or causing damage to a nuclear facility in a way that releases radioactive material.105 Both treaties cover acts involving direct use of specific technologies, but only the Nuclear Terrorism Convention includes the acts of possessing a particular technology and of damaging a facility housing that technology.

75. While using ICTs to attack a target should fall within a definition of cyber terrorism, whether the definition should cover possession of specified tools (e.g.,
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104 Terrorist Bombings Convention, Article 1(3).
105 Nuclear Terrorism Convention, Articles 1-2.
malware) or physical attacks on cyber infrastructure is a more difficult question. Including the possession of a specific cyber technology poses questions about the feasibility of defining this act in a sufficiently clear manner. Such inclusion runs the risk of producing an overly broad definition that might chill legitimate cyber defense activities. However, a definition could mitigate these concerns in how it handles the damage threshold and specific intent elements.

76. In terms of kinetic attacks on cyber infrastructure, most discussions of cyber terrorism do not have these types of attacks in mind, which contrasts with the Nuclear Terrorism Convention’s inclusion of physical attacks on nuclear facilities. In addition, international law provides some, albeit not comprehensive, coverage of kinetic attacks on cyber infrastructure, which perhaps lessens the need to include them in a definition of cyber terrorism. A kinetic attack on cyber infrastructure could fall within the Terrorist Bombings Convention, which applies to the use of explosive devices against infrastructure facilities, including those supporting communications. However, cyber infrastructure can be damaged without an explosive device (e.g., cutting fiber optic cables), in which case the Terrorist Bombings Convention would not apply.

77. In terms of using ICTs to attack targets, the nature of these technologies means that such an act would involve the source, vector, and immediate target of the attack being ICT-enabled or ICT-dependent. For example, a terrorist develops or acquires malware, transmits the malware through the Internet from his computer, and, by means of the malware, infiltrates and damages a target’s computer system or network. The example does not exhaust all possibilities, but it captures the main features of using ICTs to engage in terrorism.

3.2.2 Damage

78. Anti-terrorism treaties sometimes require that offenses involve acts that cause, could cause, or were intended to cause specific types or levels of damage. The Terrorist Bombings Convention defines “explosive or other lethal device” as a device “designed, or has the capability, to cause death, serious bodily injury or substantial material damage.” The Nuclear Terrorism Convention defines “radioactive material” and “device” to include the potential for such material and devices to “cause death, serious bodily injury or substantial damage to property or to the environment.”

79. These provisions raise the question whether a definition of cyber terrorism should have a damage threshold. Two considerations were important to the Study Group’s

---

106 See Section 5.5 (Securing Dangerous Materials, International Law, and Cyber Terrorism) and Section 5.6 (Export Controls and Protecting against Cyber Terrorism) infra.
107 Terrorist Bombings Convention, Articles 1-2.
108 For example, a terrorist could use ICTs to attack critical infrastructure without utilizing the Internet by inserting malware into computers through USB drives. Hybrid terrorist acts could involve both kinetic and cyber attacks, but, even with such acts, it remains important legally to define what constitutes cyber terrorism as a distinct form of terrorism.
109 Terrorist Bombings Convention, Article 1.
110 Nuclear Terrorism Convention, Articles 1-2.
conclusion that a definition should include them. First, a definition that does not require the consequences of a cyber operation to cross some seriousness or damage threshold might be too broad because it will include acts with minor consequences, such as temporary disruptions to Internet access. Activities of “hacktivists” or of those associated with civil disobedience or protest in cyberspace often cause minor, temporary effects. Including such activities within a definition of cyber terrorism would provoke opposition as an attack on freedom of expression and the function civil disobedience plays in democratic and authoritarian regimes. Hacktivism and cyber civil disobedience are not unregulated because states can apply national and international law on cyber crime to these activities.

80. Second, state practice in cyber incidents contains some indications that a definition of cyber terrorism should include a damage threshold. State responses to the disruption of Estonia’s cyber systems in 2007 did not characterize what happened as terrorism, perhaps because the consequences were not serious enough to merit this moniker. The U.S. government described the Cyber Caliphate’s claimed attacks on CENTCOM as cyber vandalism because they caused only minor and temporary consequences. Concerning DDoS attacks on banks and the hacking of a dam’s computer system, the U.S. government did not allege violations of federal criminal law on terrorism in indicting persons working for Iranian private computer security companies, possibly because these incidents did not produce the kinds of consequences found in the elements of terrorist offenses in U.S. criminal law. By contrast, in initially describing the hacking of TV5Monde as terrorism, French authorities claimed the attack caused serious damage to computer networks. Thus, in defining cyber terrorism setting a damage threshold would help the definition avoid including cyber incidents that are mildly disruptive rather than seriously damaging.

81. In the cyber context, different types of damage should be kept in mind that could produce significant adverse consequences for governments, enterprises, and people reliant on digital data, software, and ICT-dependent facilities and services:

- Damage to data, such as deleting or degrading data stored on computers;
- Damage to computer-operated machines or equipment;
- Damage to government-provided or privately operated public services (e.g., communications, transportation, electricity, water, sanitation, and health) dependent on functioning ICT systems.

111 United States v. Ahmad Fathi et al., Indictment, U.S. District Court, Southern District of New York, 16 Crim 48 (2016). The alleged violations all involved cyber crime offenses under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act, 18 USC § 1030 et seq.

112 For example, the offense of terrorism transcending national boundaries requires conduct that “(A) kills, kidnaps, maims, commits an assault resulting in serious bodily injury, or assaults with a dangerous weapon any person within the United States; or (B) creates a substantial risk of serious bodily injury to any other person by destroying or damaging any structure, conveyance, or other real or personal property within the United States or by attempting or conspiring to destroy or damage any structure, conveyance, or other real or personal property within the United States[,]” 18 USC § 2332b(a)(1).

113 Although the Tallinn Manual did not analyze cyber terrorism, its examination of what consequences from cyber operations qualify as a “use of force” and “armed attack” in international law on the use of
82. The types of damage identified in anti-terrorism treaties involve death, injury, or significant damage to property, the economy, government facilities or functions, or the environment. Each type of damage described above does not, by itself, cross the damage thresholds found in international law on terrorism. This pattern means that states are unlikely to conclude that damage to data, computer-operated machines, or cyber-dependent services crosses the threshold into terrorism without such damage causing death, injury, or significant property, economic, or environmental harm.

83. Terrorists could disseminate false information online in order to terrorize people or cause economic damage. None of the anti-terrorism treaties includes in their offenses the spreading of false information (e.g., about an attack on civil aviation or a nuclear facility) with the intent to cause economic harm or sow terror in a population, even though possibilities for doing so have existed before and after the Internet became a global communications platform. Defining cyber terrorism to include spreading of false information would depart from the ways in which states have defined terrorist offenses in international law. Departing from the status quo would have to be justified by the potential that online communications have for the deliberate spreading of false information to create rapid and widespread adverse consequences in a society.

3.2.3 Specific Intent

84. Definitions of terrorism often require that perpetrators act with specific intent. The Terrorist Bombings Convention requires use of an explosive or other lethal device with the intent to cause (1) death or serious bodily injury; or (2) extensive destruction of a place, facility, or system where the destruction is likely to result in major economic loss.\footnote{Terrorist Bombings Convention, Article 2(1).} The Nuclear Terrorism Convention requires use of radioactive material or device be done with the intent to (1) cause death, serious bodily injury, or substantial damage to property or the environment; or (2) compel a natural or legal person, international organization, or state to do, or refrain from doing, an act.\footnote{Nuclear Terrorism Convention, Article 2(1).}

85. Another type of specific intent involves the intent to spread fear or terror in a civilian population. The International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia held that the war crime associated with violating Article 51(2) of Additional Protocol I or Article 13(2) of Additional Protocol II requires the perpetrator to commit attacks or threats of attacks with the primary purpose of spreading terror among civilians.\footnote{International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (Appeals Chamber), Prosecutor v. Galič, Case No. IT-98-29-A, [Judgment], Nov. 30, 2006, ¶ 104; Prosecutor v. Dragomir Milošević, Case No. IT-98-29/1-A, Judgment, Nov. 12, 2009, ¶ 37; Prosecutor v. Radovan Karadžić, Case No. IT-95-5/18-T, Judgment, Mar. 24, 2016, ¶¶ 464-466.}

86. In addition to the common use of specific intent in defining terrorist offenses, the context of cyber terrorism supports including specific intent elements in a definition.

---

force and “attack” in international humanitarian law illustrates the complexity of evaluating damage thresholds in cyber contexts. See Tallinn Manual, 45-52, 54-61, and 106-10.

\footnote{Terrorist Bombings Convention, Article 2(1).}

\footnote{Nuclear Terrorism Convention, Article 2(1).}

Such elements help ensure that acts of cyber civil disobedience are not treated as terrorism because they are not typically undertaken to hurt people or destroy property, coerce a person or entity to act in a certain way, or sow fear in a population.

3.2.4 Actors

87. States have designed existing anti-terrorism treaties to apply to the behavior of non-state actors. In many contexts, this focus is not a problem because states are much less likely to engage in the prohibited behavior, such as aircraft hijacking. However, in some circumstances, anti-terrorism treaties exclude the activities of state actors, such as armed forces. The Terrorist Bombings Convention does not apply to the activities of armed forces during an armed conflict or in the exercise of official duties governed by other rules of international law.\textsuperscript{117} Similarly, the Nuclear Terrorism Convention does not address the legality of the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons by states.\textsuperscript{118}

88. Such exclusions are not, however, always achieved in negotiations. Efforts on the Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism have failed for nearly two decades in part because of disagreements about including or excluding from the treaty actions undertaken by state actors, including military forces.\textsuperscript{119}

89. ICTs and the Internet are useful for law enforcement, intelligence, and military purposes, which creates challenges for reaching agreement on defining cyber terrorism. Some governments will want to exclude law enforcement, intelligence, and military uses of ICTs from any definition—or the application of any definition—of cyber terrorism. Other governments concerned about cyber espionage and offensive cyber weapons might prefer to include intelligence and military activities in the definition or its application.

3.3 The Study Group’s Working Definition of Cyber Terrorism

90. After reviewing these considerations, the Study Group developed the following working definition of cyber terrorism:

“Cyber terrorism” involves acts intentionally committed by any person who uses information and communication technologies unlawfully in ways that cause, or are intended to cause, death or serious bodily injury to persons, substantial damage to public or private property, the economy, or the environment, or serious disruption of public services and that are undertaken with the intent to spread fear in civilian populations or to compel a government, a civilian population, or an international organization to take or abstain from specific acts or courses of action.

91. This definition does not include, or apply to, law enforcement, intelligence, and military activities involving use of ICTs undertaken by states. Other rules of international law apply to law enforcement use of ICTs, such as conducting surveillance in criminal

\textsuperscript{117} Terrorist Bombing Convention, Article 19.
\textsuperscript{118} Nuclear Terrorism Convention, Article 4(4).
\textsuperscript{119} See Section 4.2.5 (Draft Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism) infra.
investigations, and these rules include international human rights law. States have long preferred not to regulate espionage through international law, which means linking a definition of cyber terrorism with intelligence activities would be unacceptable.\textsuperscript{120} International humanitarian law prohibits belligerents, including government military forces, from engaging in acts of terrorism.\textsuperscript{121}

92. The Study Group’s working definition is intended to guide its analysis rather than provide a definition on which criminal proceedings could be based. Just as the Terrorist Bombings Convention contains a detailed definition of “explosive or other lethal device,”\textsuperscript{122} an elaborate definition of “information and communication technologies” could be constructed by, for example, identifying these technologies and the means (e.g., malware) and methods (e.g., hacking) used to access, manipulate, and damage ICTs and things dependent on them.

93. The Study Group’s definition requires that the use of ICTs cause death, injury, or damage to property, the economy, or the environment. The definition does not include within its scope the spreading of false information online with the intent to cause economic damage or terrorize the civilian population. This choice reflects the Study Group’s preference for aligning its working definition with the manner in which states have defined terrorist offenses in international law. The Study Group was also concerned about the potential that governments could abuse “spreading false information” in a definition of cyber terrorism for purposes having nothing to do with addressing terrorism.

94. The Study Group believes its definition appropriately incorporates features commonly found in definitions of terrorist offenses in international law. The definition ties the predicate acts to the unlawful and intentional use of ICTs, which centers the definition on cyber means and methods without restricting this element in ways that cannot respond to technological change. It requires the use of ICTs to cause identified consequences, which means the definition does not apply to (1) general terrorist uses of the Internet, such as recruitment and fundraising; or (2) use of the Internet to engage in expression and association.

95. The definition incorporates a damage threshold by requiring consequences beyond minor and temporary impacts, namely death, serious injury, and substantial property or environmental damage. This damage element means that theft of information stored in computer systems is not cyber terrorism, even if the perpetrator uses the stolen information to coerce a person, government, or organization. The definition captures

\textsuperscript{120} The problems associated with cyber espionage are, however, causing international lawyers to re-examine the relationship between espionage and international law. See, e.g., Russell Buchan, “Cyber Espionage and International Law,” in Research Handbook on International Law and Cyberspace, 168-89; Ashley S. Deeks, “Confronting and Adapting: Intelligence Agencies and International Law,” Virginia Law Review (2016); 102(3): 599-685.

\textsuperscript{121} See Section 4.6 (International Humanitarian Law and Responding to Cyber Terrorism during Armed Conflict) infra. Section 4.6’s discussion is not intended to bring state actions within the Study Group’s working definition of cyber terrorism. The Study Group’s approach follows the anti-terrorism treaties, which exclude state actions, including military operations in armed conflict, from their defined offenses.

\textsuperscript{122} Terrorist Bombings Convention, Article 1(3).
direct ICT-specific damage, such as destruction of software or stored data, and indirect
damage, such as death, injuries, or damage to property or the economy caused by
disruption of ICT-dependent services. The definition includes the type of specific intent
requirement often found in terrorist offenses in national and international law.

96. The Study Group’s working definition is politically credible because most states
would, in all likelihood, consider the acts described to be terrorism, even if some
countries define cyber terrorism more broadly. The definition avoids controversies that
have plagued attempts to define terrorism, such as problems related to state-sponsored
terrorism and the relationship between terrorism and military activities during armed
conflict.
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND RESPONDING TO CYBER TERRORISM

4.1 Responding to Terrorism and International Law

97. States have developed more international law on responding to terrorism than on protecting against or preventing it. Thus, the Study Group focused first on the international law on responding to terrorism and its relevance for cyber terrorism. Most of the international law on responding to terrorism reflects a law enforcement strategy. Outside the law enforcement context, responses to terrorism involve international law on the use of force and the provision of assistance to victim states after terrorist attacks. The Study Group analyzed how these bodies of international law relate to cyber terrorism. With the exception of two treaties not yet in force, none of this international law was specifically adopted to address cyber terrorism. This part analyzes whether existing international law is adequate for guiding responses to cyber terrorism or whether developing new law directly focused on cyber terrorism is necessary and feasible.

4.2 Anti-Terrorism Treaties

4.2.1 Cyber Terrorism and Offenses Created by Anti-Terrorism Treaties

98. States use international law to apply criminal law and law enforcement cooperation to support responses to terrorism. Many multilateral treaties adopted since the 1960s fall into this category (Table 1). In general, these treaties define specific offenses, require states parties to criminalize the offenses in national law, take jurisdiction over the offenses, and establish law enforcement assistance obligations connected to the offenses. Through this approach, states have harmonized substantive, jurisdictional, and procedural aspects of their national criminal laws and strengthened law enforcement cooperation on the defined crimes. The creation of multiple treaties addressing various offenses flows from states’ reactions to different terrorist attacks and the failure to adopt a comprehensive treaty on terrorism.

99. The anti-terrorism treaties are important for analyzing cyber terrorism. First, dependence on ICTs makes cyber terrorism against areas addressed in some treaties already in force possible (e.g., terrorists cyber attacks against civil aviation). Thus, acts of cyber terrorism might readily fall within the scope of some agreements. How well or poorly the anti-terrorism treaties cover cyber terrorism might reveal gaps in international law. Second, the criminal law approach in these treaties raises questions about whether development of international law on cyber terrorism should emphasize this strategy.

123 See Section 4.2.3 (Multilateral Anti-Terrorism Treaties Not in Force) infra.
### Table 1. Multilateral Treaties on Terrorism in Force

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year Adopted</th>
<th>Treaty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Convention on Offences and Certain Other Acts Committed on Board Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Civil Aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected Persons, including Diplomatic Agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>International Convention against the Taking of Hostages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts of Violence at Airports Serving International Civil Aviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>International Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100. A cyber attack could fall within the scope of specific multilateral treaties in Table 1 if, for example, it:

- Jeopardizes “the safety of [an] aircraft or of the persons or property therein or . . . jeopardize[s] good order and discipline on board”;
- Involves an on-board, in-flight seizure or exercise of control of the aircraft;
- Destroys, damages, or interferes with air navigation facilities such that the safety of aircraft in flight is endangered;

---


127 Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft, Dec. 16, 1970, entered into force Apr. 14, 1971, 860 UNTS 105, Article 1. *See* Stefan A. Kaiser and Oliver Aretz, “Legal Protection of Civil and Military Aviation against Cyber Interference,” in *Peacetime Regime for State Activities in Cyberspace*, 319-48, 331 (noting a person on board an aircraft could access “the aircraft’s internal systems and tak[e] over control,” which “could be seen as an attack on board an aircraft”). *See also* Section 4.2.3 (Multilateral Anti-Terrorism Treaties Not in Force) *infra.*

128 Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation, Sept. 23, 1971, entered into force Jan. 26, 1973, 974 UNTS 177, Article 1. *See* Kaiser and Aretz, “Legal Protection of Civil and Military Aviation against Cyber Interference,” 332 (noting the offense in this convention “leaves enough room to include . . . cyber attacks or interferences”). *See also* Section 4.2.3 (Multilateral Anti-Terrorism Treaties Not in Force) *infra.*
• Amounts to “a violent attack upon the official premises, the private accommodation or the means of transport of an internationally protected person likely to endanger his person or liberty”;\textsuperscript{129}
• Destroys or seriously damages facilities of an airport serving international civil aviation or disrupts the services of the airport;\textsuperscript{130}
• Destroys or seriously damages maritime navigational facilities or seriously interferes with their operation in a manner likely to endanger safe navigation of ships;\textsuperscript{131}
• Places on a fixed platform located on the continental shelf a device likely to endanger the safety of the platform;\textsuperscript{132}
• Causes death, serious bodily injury, or extensive property destruction to a place of public use, government facility, public transportation system, or infrastructure facility through means of a “lethal device”;\textsuperscript{133} or
• Damages “a nuclear facility in a manner which releases or risks the release of radioactive material”\textsuperscript{134}

101. Reading these agreements in light of threat of cyber terrorism demonstrates that international law is not devoid of treaty law that governments could apply to certain acts of cyber terrorism. The subject matter of some treaties includes sectors mentioned in discussions about cyber terrorism, such as transportation services, government facilities, nuclear plants, and infrastructure providing public services.

4.2.2 The Terrorist Bombings Convention, Terrorist Financing Convention, and Nuclear Terrorism Convention

102. The only three anti-terrorism treaties in force adopted after the Internet emerged—the Terrorist Bombings Convention, the Nuclear Terrorism Convention, and the International Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism (Terrorist Financing Convention)\textsuperscript{135}—deserve additional attention in order to understand whether they can be interpreted to apply to cyber terrorism. The Terrorist Bombings Convention has the broadest scope of the anti-terrorism treaties. Its offenses cover numerous sectors rather than just one sector (e.g., air transport) or target (e.g., nuclear facilities). However, it does not mention ICTs in connection with terrorist bombings.

\textsuperscript{130} Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts of Violence at Airports Serving International Civil Aviation, Feb. 24, 1988, entered into force Aug. 6, 1989, 1589 UNTS 474, Article II. See also Section 4.2.3 (Multilateral Anti-Terrorism Treaties Not in Force) infra.
\textsuperscript{133} Terrorist Bombings Convention, Article 2.1.
\textsuperscript{134} Nuclear Terrorism Convention, Article 2.1(b).
103. The Terrorist Bombings Convention’s offense includes delivery, placement, discharge, or detonation of “an explosive or other lethal device,”136 defined as:

- “An explosive or incendiary weapon or device that is designed, or has the capability, to cause death, serious bodily injury or substantial material damage;”
- “A weapon or device that is designed, or has the capability, to cause death, serious bodily injury or substantial material damage through the release, dissemination or impact of toxic chemicals, biological agents or similar substances or radiation or radioactive material.”137

104. Certain cyber weapons, and specific uses of such weapons, could be an “explosive or other lethal device,” but—given the range of possible cyber weapons, attacks, and targets—the Terrorist Bombings Convention has limited application when cyber terrorism is comprehensively considered. A cyber attack would fall outside the treaty if it did not involve (1) “explosive or incendiary” means or consequences; or (2) release or dissemination of toxic chemicals, biological agents, or radioactive materials.

105. The Terrorist Financing Convention seeks to prevent and suppress the financing of terrorism. It does not specifically include cyber terrorism but could be interpreted as applicable to the financing of cyber terrorism. A person commits an offense under the Terrorist Financing Convention if:

that person by any means, directly or indirectly, unlawfully and willfully, provides or collects funds with the intention that they should be used or in the knowledge that they are to be used, in full or in part, in order to carry out:

(a) An act which constitutes an offence within the scope of and as defined in one of the treaties listed in the annex [i.e., the anti-terrorism treaties]; or

(b) Any other act intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to any other person not taking an active part in the hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when the purpose of such act, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act.138

106. For the Terrorist Financing Convention to apply cyber terrorism, the acts in question would have to fall within an offense established by one of the multilateral anti-terrorism treaties listed in its annex (see generally Table 1 above) or be intended to cause death or serious injury to civilians with the intent to intimidate a population or compel governmental or intergovernmental behavior. This treaty would not apply to acts of cyber

---

136 Terrorist Bombings Convention, Article 2.1.
137 Ibid., Article 3.1.
138 Terrorism Financing Convention, Article 2(1).
terrorism falling outside the anti-terrorism treaties listed in its annex and intended to cause destruction of, or serious damage to, property.

107. The Nuclear Terrorism Convention does not mention cyber attacks. Its offenses include damaging a nuclear facility (e.g., a civilian nuclear reactor) in a manner that risks releasing radioactive material with the intent to cause death, injury, property or environmental damage, or to compel the behavior of a person, government, or international organization.139 Launching a cyber attack on a nuclear power station could fall within the scope of this offense.

108. Before the 2012 Nuclear Security Summit, the Executive Secretariat of the International Working Group (which supports the G-8 Global Partnership Against the Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruction) issued a paper on “Cyber Security for Nuclear Power Plants.” This paper recommended that the international community should review applicable treaties and other measures for their adequacy in terms of cyber threats to nuclear facilities. It argued that “a cyber attack on a nuclear power plant with the intention of substantial radiation releases should be considered an act of terrorism” prohibited by the Nuclear Terrorism Convention.140

4.2.3 Multilateral Anti-Terrorism Treaties Not in Force

109. Two multilateral anti-terrorism treaties adopted in 2010 have not entered into force but are important in the relationship between anti-terrorism treaties and cyber terrorism. First, the Convention on the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Relating to International Civil Aviation (Beijing Convention) provides that “[a]ny person commits an offense if that person unlawfully and intentionally . . . destroys or damages air navigation facilities or interferes with their operation, if any such act is likely to endanger the safety of aircraft in flight.”141 The ratification package distributed to countries states the Beijing Convention makes “cyber attacks on air navigation facilities” a criminal offense.142

110. Second, the Protocol Supplemental to the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft (Beijing Protocol) provides that a person “commits an offence if that person unlawfully and intentionally seizes or exercises control of an

139 Nuclear Terrorism Convention, Article 2(1).
aircraft in service . . . by any technological means.” This offense is “intended to catch potential cyber attacks where offenders could gain control and seize the aircraft through computer equipment or other technological means from remote locations but without the use of force at all.”

111. The Beijing Convention and Protocol are important for a number of reasons. The countries negotiating these agreements intended for them to apply to cyber terrorism, making these treaties the first multilateral anti-terrorism treaties to do so. However, defining offenses in these new agreements to include cyber terrorism might raise questions about interpreting provisions in the earlier treaties as covering cyber terrorism.

112. The Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation (1971) makes destroying, damaging, or interfering with air navigation facilities in ways that endanger the safety of aircraft in flight an offense. The Beijing Convention seeks to modernize the 1971 convention by, among other things, including cyber attacks on air navigation facilities in this offense. Similarly, the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft (1970) includes as an offense the on-board, in-flight seizure or exercise of control of an aircraft. The Beijing Protocol supplements the 1970 convention by adding “any technological means” to the offense of seizing or exercising control of an aircraft.

113. Do the Beijing Convention’s and Beijing Protocol’s inclusion of cyber attacks as part of modernizing earlier anti-terrorism treaties on civil aviation mean those earlier treaties should not be read in ways that include cyber attacks? On the one hand, the cyber provisions of the new agreements contain something not directly addressed in the existing treaties. The cyber provisions, then, contain substance the older agreements do not. On the other hand, application of treaty interpretation principles can produce the conclusion that the text, object, and purpose of the older agreements cover cyber attacks. The Study Group concluded that the Beijing Convention and Protocol do not preclude interpreting the earlier treaties on civil aviation as applicable to cyber attacks.

---

145 The Beijing Convention and Protocol both need 22 parties before they enter into force, and, as of this writing, the Beijing Convention has 14 parties, and the Beijing Protocol has 15 parties. International Civil Aviation Organization, Current Lists of Parties to Multilateral Air Law Treaties, http://www.icao.int/secretariat/legal/Lists/Current%20lists%20of%20parties/AllItems.aspx.
146 The possible vulnerability of civil aviation to cyber terrorism arose in connection with U.S. federal government allegations in a search warrant that a cybersecurity researcher had hacked into a civilian aircraft’s navigation system and caused the plane to fly sideways. See Kim Zetter, “Feds Say that Banned Researcher Commandeered a Plane,” Wired, May 15, 2015, http://www.wired.com/2015/05/feds-say-banned-researcher-commandeered-plane/.
4.2.4 Regional Anti-Terrorism Treaties

114. States have also adopted treaties through regional organizations to address terrorism (Table 2). Although they are not identical, regional anti-terrorism treaties generally use the law enforcement approach that dominates the multilateral treaties. Regional agreements often incorporate the offenses found in the multilateral anti-terrorism treaties and require or encourage parties to ratify these instruments.147

Table 2. Regional Terrorism Treaties148

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year Adopted</th>
<th>Treaty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>Organization of American States Convention to Prevent and Punish the Acts of Terrorism Taking the Form of Crimes Against Persons and Related Extortion that are of International Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
<td>European Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) Regional Convention on Suppression of Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Arab Convention on the Suppression of Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Treaty on Cooperation among the States Members of the Commonwealth of Independent States in Combating Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convention of the Organization of the Islamic Conference on Combating International Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Organization of African Unity Convention on the Prevention and Combating of Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Shanghai Convention against Terrorism, Separatism, and Extremism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Inter-American Convention against Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Convention of the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf on Combating Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Convention on Counter-Terrorism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

115. The only regional agreement that mentions cyber terrorism is the ASEAN Convention on Counter Terrorism.149 Under areas of cooperation, the ASEAN Convention provides that states parties “may . . . include appropriate measures, among others, to: . . . [s]trengthen capability and readiness to deal with chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear (CBRN) terrorism, cyber terrorism and any new forms of terrorism.”150 This provision does not require states parties to cooperate on cyber terrorism. The ASEAN Convention does not expressly include cyber terrorism as an

150 Ibid., Article VI(1)(j).
offense because it incorporates the offenses in multilateral anti-terrorism agreements, nor does it define “cyber terrorism.”

116. For the ASEAN Convention and other regional anti-terrorism treaties that link to the offenses in multilateral agreements, their utility as regional instruments against cyber terrorism depends on whether parties to the multilateral treaties interpret and implement them as applicable to cyber terrorism as discussed above. Alternatively, parties to regional agreements could amend them to include cyber terrorism specifically within their scope, in the same way parties to the multilateral treaties did with the Beijing Convention and Protocol and could do with other multilateral anti-terrorism agreements.

4.2.5 Draft Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism

117. UN member states have been negotiating a comprehensive treaty on international terrorism since the mid-1990s without success. Although consensus has been reached on many issues, negotiations have deadlocked over (1) distinguishing terrorism from violence undertaken pursuant to the right of self-determination by peoples under colonial, alien, or foreign domination or occupation; and (2) the desire of some UN member states to include “state terrorism” within the treaty.152

118. The current draft defines its offense as follows:

1. Any person commits an offence within the meaning of the present Convention if that person, by any means, unlawfully and intentionally, causes:

(a) Death or serious bodily injury to any person; or

(b) Serious damage to public or private property, including a place of public use, a State or government facility, a public transportation system, an infrastructure facility or to the environment; or

(c) Damage to property, places, facilities or systems referred to in paragraph 1(b) of the present article resulting or likely to result in major economic loss, when the purpose of the conduct, by its nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a Government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act.153

119. This offense would cover cyber attacks—“by any means”—against a range of targets (e.g., government facilities, transportation systems, infrastructure facilities, and

---

151 Ibid., Article II.
private property) causing different consequences, ranging from death to property damage likely to result in major economic loss. Although the draft convention was not proposed to address cyber terrorism, its scope fits the multi-faceted threat of cyber terrorism better than the sector-specific anti-terrorism treaties. The potential for the Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism to cover cyber terrorism has been recognized.

120. However, completion of this treaty is neither imminent nor foreseeable because problems that have blocked progress for twenty years have not been resolved. Introducing cyber terrorism will not break the stalemate because the problems behind the deadlock have nothing to do with the use of ICTs by states or terrorists.

4.2.6 Potential Steps Concerning the Anti-Terrorism Treaties and Cyber Terrorism

121. The Study Group’s review of existing anti-terrorism treaties produces three steps states could take. First, where defined offenses can be committed through ICTs, the states parties could declare or recognize the treaties’ application to cyber attacks. A state party could unilaterally, or as part of a group of parties, declare it believes an anti-terrorism treaty applies to cyber terrorism. States parties could also use formal treaty processes, such as conferences of states parties, to recognize the application of treaties to cyber terrorism. However undertaken, this step could clarify when cyber terrorism falls within relevant treaties and could constitute subsequent practice to the extent the recognition or declaration establishes the state parties’ agreement regarding what the treaties cover.

122. Second, parties particularly concerned about cyber terrorism can implement their obligations under relevant anti-terrorism treaties in ways that include cyber attacks. This approach could include amending implementing legislation or issuing declaratory statements about the applicability of the treaties to acts of cyber terrorism. Such “bottom up” actions could potentially stimulate states parties to address the issue collectively.

123. Third, states could adopt a treaty specifically on cyber terrorism. The existing anti-terrorism treaties are not purpose-built for cyber terrorism, and the coverage produced by applying some treaties remains limited. To apply fully the approach found in the anti-terrorism treaties to cyber terrorism would require a treaty focused on this particular form of terrorism.

4.3 Beyond the Anti-Terrorism Treaties

124. The patchwork applicability of anti-terrorism treaties to cyber terrorism invites consideration of other international law on terrorism states could apply. The possibilities involve Security Council resolutions and customary international law.

---


4.3.1 Security Council Counter-Terrorism Mandates

125. The Security Council has imposed binding obligations on UN member states to adopt specific counter-terrorism policies.\(^{156}\) Other Security Council resolutions encouraged (rather than required) UN member states to take actions against terrorism.\(^{157}\) To facilitate implementation of its counter-terrorism resolutions, the Security Council established the Counter-Terrorism Committee, which monitors country-level progress, provides technical assistance, identifies best practices, and constitutes a forum for cooperation on counter-terrorism.\(^{158}\)

126. None of the Security Council’s counter-terrorism resolutions are specific to cyber terrorism. The Counter-Terrorism Committee has not focused on cyber terrorism as defined by the Study Group. In reporting actions taken pursuant to Security Council resolutions, UN member states have reported information or concerns about terrorist use of the Internet to communicate, recruit, and raise funds.\(^{159}\) The only mention of cyber attacks in a report on implementation of Resolution 1373 (2001) involved concerns expressed by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) with such attacks, but the reference was not specific to terrorists’ potential use of cyber attacks.\(^{160}\) Similarly, the UN Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy adopted in 2006 does not address terrorists using ICTs to attack government or civilian targets.\(^{161}\)

127. However, the Security Council’s resolutions and the Counter-Terrorism Committee’s jurisdiction are broad enough to include cyber terrorism. The Committee could address cyber terrorism more systematically under its mandate from the Security Council. For example, the Committee could encourage harmonization of national criminal laws concerning cyber terrorism in the same manner it provides guidance on
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\(^{156}\) UN Security Council, Resolution 1373 (2001) (imposing obligations on UN member states to prevent and suppress various acts related to terrorism); Resolution 1540 (2004), Apr. 28, 2004 (obligating UN member states to prevent nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons from being obtained or used by non-state actors); and Resolution 2178 (2014) (requiring UN member states to prevent and suppress the cross-border flow of individuals seeking to engage in terrorism).

\(^{157}\) See, e.g., UN Security Council, Resolution 1624 (2005), Sept. 14, 2005 (calling on UN member states to take actions to prevent incitement of terrorism).


\(^{160}\) Counter-Terrorism Committee, Global Survey of the Implementation of Security Council Resolution 1373 (2001) by Member States, 64.

\(^{161}\) UN General Assembly, Resolution 60/288 on the United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy, UN Doc. A/RES/60/288, Sept. 20, 2006. This Strategy includes encouraging UN member states to explore ways and means to (1) coordinate international and regional efforts “to counter terrorism in all its forms and manifestations on the Internet; and (2) “[u]se the Internet as a tool for countering the spread of terrorism].” Ibid., ¶ 12.
other aspects of counter-terrorism policy and law. The Committee could also include cyber terrorism as a topic for the global research network it launched in February 2015.  

128. Alternatively, the Security Council could act directly on cyber terrorism. It could (1) clarify that the scope of its counter-terrorism resolutions includes cyber terrorism; (2) supplement its counter-terrorism resolutions with new ones that encompass cyber terrorism, and/or (3) facilitate collective action through, for example, establishing a mechanism under the Counter-Terrorism Committee for UN member states to share information on actual or suspected cyber terrorist attacks and on effective policies and practices for responding to, protecting against, and preventing such attacks.

4.3.2 Customary International Law and the Crime of International Terrorism

129. In 2011, the Special Tribunal for Lebanon held customary international law recognizes a crime of international terrorism with three elements: (1) a criminal act that (2) involves a transnational element (3) done with the intent to spread fear among the population (generally involving creation of public danger) or directly or indirectly to coerce a national or international authority to take, or refrain from taking, some action. This formulation accommodates cyber terrorism, which would involve criminal acts (unauthorized access to computer systems) with transnational elements (using the Internet or other transnational computer networks) undertaken to spread fear or coerce behavior. Its potential relevance to responding to cyber terrorism has been recognized.

130. The correctness and utility of this definition are, however, uncertain. The Special Tribunal’s holding is controversial, indicating that skepticism exists about the crime’s status in customary international law. The ruling has not resolved the impasse over finalizing the Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism. Nor is it clear states use or rely on the Special Tribunal’s crime of international terrorism, particularly in filling gaps the anti-terrorism treaties create. Relying on such a controversial ruling is not the most effective strategy for responding to cyber terrorism.

---


163 “Cyber Security for Nuclear Power Plants” (recommending the Security Council “should determine whether existing Resolutions 1373 and 1540 should be amended to address nuclear cyber terrorism”).

164 Special Tribunal for Lebanon Decision, ¶ 85.


4.4 Treaties on Cyber Crime, Transnational Organized Crime, Extradition, and Mutual Legal Assistance and Extraterritorial Application of Criminal Law

4.4.1 Cyber Crime Treaties and Cyber Terrorism

131. In addition to anti-terrorism treaties, responses to cyber terrorism can be based in international law on criminal law and law enforcement cooperation. The Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime (COE Convention) is useful with respect to cyber terrorism.\(^{167}\) Cyber terrorism would involve commission of offenses this treaty defines and requires states parties to criminalize and combat. Other treaties with provisions on cyber crime, such as the African Union’s Convention on Cyber Security and Personal Data Protection (2014) (AU Convention),\(^{168}\) have similar relevance.

132. The COE Convention would treat cyber terrorism as ordinary cyber crime. It does not contain offenses delineating terrorism as a different kind of criminal activity. In national and international law, states have created special criminal law for terrorist acts in order to mark them as different from other criminal behavior. Why states would deviate from this pattern and rely on cyber crime laws if cyber terrorism emerges is not clear. States parties to the COE Convention adopted a protocol on xenophobia and racism,\(^{169}\) which offers a procedural model for a cyber terrorism protocol.

133. As of the end of July 2016, 49 states have ratified the COE Convention, compared to an average of 168 parties for the anti-terrorism treaties listed in Table 1.\(^{170}\) The additional protocol has 24 states parties.\(^{171}\) Acceptance of the COE Convention is poor by countries in Asia, the Middle East, and Africa, and important states, such as China, India, and Russia, have not joined. Limited ratification means the COE Convention is not a global instrument as the multilateral anti-terrorism treaties are, which reduces its potential effectiveness against cyber terrorism.\(^{172}\)

---


\(^{170}\) Council of Europe, *Convention on Cybercrime Status* (as of July 31, 2016), http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/ChercheSig.asp?NT=185&CM=1&DF=20/02/2015&CL=ENG.

\(^{171}\) Council of Europe, Additional Protocol to the Convention on Cybercrime Status (as of July 31, 2016), http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/ChercheSig.asp?NT=189&CM=8&DF=&CL=ENG.

\(^{172}\) The same problem limits the utility of other regional agreements that contain provisions on cyber crime. See, e.g., Commonwealth of Independent States Agreement on Cooperation in Combating Offenses Related to Computer Information (2001); Shanghai Cooperation Organization Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of International Information Security (2009); and the Arab Convention on Combating Information Technology Offences (2010).
134. In adopting the AU Convention, AU member states rejected the COE Convention in their efforts against cyber crime.\(^{173}\) The AU Convention does not include an offense specific to cyber terrorism. As with the COE Convention, the AU Convention’s provisions on cyber crime could apply to cyber terrorism. The AU Convention only mentions terrorism in requiring states parties to consider the use of ICTs as aggravating circumstances in the commission of offenses, including terrorism.\(^{174}\) This provision would apply to the use of ICTs in committing terrorist offenses under national criminal codes, such as using the Internet to plan and execute a kinetic attack.

135. The AU Convention is the most recently adopted treaty that addresses cyber crime, and, during the time it was negotiated, the threat of cyber terrorism was prominent in policy debates. Yet, AU member states did not include in the AU Convention any provisions specific to cyber terrorism. Why they did not do so perhaps relates to the sense that, at the present time, cyber terrorism is not a pressing problem for African states, unlike cyber crime specifically and cybersecurity generally. Unlike the COE Convention, the AU Convention is only intended to be a regional agreement.\(^{175}\) When, and even whether, the AU Convention enters into force remains uncertain.\(^{176}\)

### 4.4.2 Transnational Organized Crime and Cyber Terrorism

136. Another option for addressing cyber terrorism is the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (TOC Convention).\(^{177}\) Generally, the TOC Convention requires states parties to establish as criminal offenses, and engage in law enforcement cooperation concerning, the commission of serious crimes that have a transnational element and involve participation in an organized criminal group.\(^{178}\)

137. The TOC Convention does not define or list specific crimes (including cyber crime) in order to make sure the treaty can address “new types of crime that emerge constantly as global, regional and local conditions change over time.”\(^{179}\) The states parties to the TOC Convention have identified cyber crime as an emerging crime of concern,\(^{180}\) which indicates they believe the treaty applies to this threat. The TOC

---


\(^{174}\) AU Convention, Article 30(1)(b).

\(^{175}\) Ibid., Article 35.

\(^{176}\) Ibid., Article 36. The AU Convention contains provisions that are relevant to other strategies against cyber terrorism, and the report mentions this treaty in Part 5 (International Law and Protecting Against Cyber Terrorism) infra.


\(^{178}\) Ibid., Article 2 (defining “organized criminal group” and “serious crime”), Article 3 (scope of application), and Article 5 (criminalization of participation in an organized criminal group).


Convention has 187 states parties, which gives this agreement more geographic scope than regional cyber crime instruments.

138. Whether the TOC Convention represents a good choice in terms of responding to cyber terrorism is questionable. Generally, cyber crime has increased significantly during the time the TOC Convention has been in force, which suggests the treaty does not deter organized cyber crime groups. Nor is it clear how much states parties use the TOC Convention to respond to cyber crime. A study of cybercrime by the UN Office on Drugs and Crimes indicated that states use bilateral extradition and mutual legal assistance agreements to address cyber crime more than regional or multilateral treaties. The states parties have focused on other crimes through protocols on human trafficking, smuggling migrants, and illicit firearms manufacturing and trafficking.

4.4.3 Extradition and Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties and Cyber Terrorism

139. States responding to cyber terrorism could use treaties designed to facilitate general law enforcement cooperation. A government could seek extradition of persons suspected of cyber terrorism through extradition agreements, which are usually bilateral. Such treaties might support extradition for the crime of cyber terrorism if the requesting and requested states have criminalized this crime in ways to satisfy the principle of double criminality—a strategy harmonization of national criminal laws on cyber terrorism would enhance. Lack of such harmonization means “dual criminality” requirements in extradition treaties would require basing extradition requests in cyber crime statutes or general criminal laws where harmonization might be present.

140. However, states have experienced problems using extradition treaties to fight terrorism. For example, the United States and United Kingdom amended their extradition treaty to overcome friction created by UK extradition requests for persons alleged to be involved in terrorism in Northern Ireland. The fix in these kinds of disputes has been to make terrorist acts extraditable offenses under extradition treaties and exclude them from the “political offense” exception such treaties routinely include.

141. Variations in state attitudes about some activities, such as hacktivism, could generate similar problems under extradition treaties. Alternatively, extradition could be based on cyber crimes, such as causing damage to computers through unauthorized access, or non-cyber crimes recognized by the requesting and requested states.

142. States could request help investigating cyber terrorism through mutual legal assistance treaties (MLATs), which are also often bilateral. MLATs facilitate law

---

182 UN Office on Drugs and Crime, Comprehensive Study on Cybercrime (Feb. 2013), 201.
enforcement cooperation, but typically are not specific to any type of crime. They could be used, where applicable, in investigating alleged cyber terrorism. However, MLATs have proved difficult to use given the “internationalization” of digital evidence and the increase in cyber crimes. MLATs have become notorious for operating in cumbersome and time-consuming ways, such that MLAT-related “delays can be aggravating or problematic in traditional criminal investigations, [but] they are likely to be devastating in cybercrime investigations.” These problems have led to calls for MLATs to be modernized to be more helpful against cyber crime.  

4.4.4 Extraterritorial Jurisdiction, International Law, and Cyber Terrorism

143. States have prescribed national criminal law to terrorist acts occurring outside their territories directed against their governments, populations, economy, or nationals. States base such extraterritorial jurisdiction against terrorism on treaty commitments (e.g., anti-terrorism treaties) or customary international law on prescriptive jurisdiction. In the absence of treaty rules, states adopting criminal law on cyber terrorism could apply it to extraterritorial acts (1) perpetrated by their nationals (nationality principle); (2) targeting their nationals in foreign countries (passive personality principle); or (3) causing significant effects to persons or activities in their territories (effects principle).

144. Application of customary rules on extraterritorial jurisdiction to cyber terrorism is unlikely to raise novel issues. Questions might arise concerning what level of effects supports a charge of cyber terrorism as opposed to cyber or other types of crime, but national courts have addressed in non-cyber contexts whether the alleged domestic effects of extraterritorial acts are significant enough to warrant extraterritorial application of national law. In addition, a factor distinguishing cyber terrorism from cyber crime is intent rather than effects because, typically, terrorist crimes include specific intent requirements (e.g., acts done with the intent to coerce a government). The exercise of extraterritorial criminal jurisdiction by states demonstrates that specific intent poses no barriers to such jurisdiction.

---

185 Susan W. Brenner, *Cybercrime: Criminal Threats from Cyberspace* (Santa Barbara: Praeger, 2010), 143.


4.4.5 Summary on Cyber Crime, Transnational Organized Crime, Extradition, and Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties and Extraterritorial Application of Criminal Law

145. States could apply treaty law specific to cyber crime, such as the COE Convention, and more general-purpose law enforcement instruments—extradition and mutual legal assistance treaties—to cyber terrorism. These approaches would not require negotiation of a common definition of cyber terrorism because states would apply existing criminal offenses and law enforcement cooperation mechanisms in these agreements. However, existing treaties on cyber crime are not widely ratified, which limits their potential against cyber terrorism. Although widely ratified, the TOC Convention does not appear to have had much, if any, impact on organized cyber crime. Using extradition treaties and MLATs to respond to cyber terrorism would confront the same problems countries experience in using them against cyber crime.

146. Customary international law on the extraterritorial application of domestic criminal law provides another path for responding to cyber terrorism. This approach can be frustrated by, among other things, problems that arise between countries about criminal laws that apply extraterritorially. Further, even if a state’s exercise of prescriptive jurisdiction beyond its borders creates no controversies, the state would still need other countries to extradite suspects and/or engage in law enforcement cooperation in order to apply its national criminal law effectively.

147. Finally, relying on cyber crime conventions, the TOC Convention, extradition agreements, and MLATs would mean treating terrorism as ordinary criminal activities. Although this approach poses no conceptual or practical legal problems, states typically distinguish terrorism from other forms of crime, as demonstrated by the international law on terrorism. This pattern suggests states might not be content to rely on international law on cyber crime, organized crime, or general-purpose extradition and mutual legal assistance treaties if terrorists begin to engage in cyber attacks to advance their agendas.

4.5 The Use of Force in Self-Defense, Sanctions, and Responding to Cyber Terrorism

4.5.1 The Use of Force in Self-Defense and Responding to Terrorism

148. Traditionally, the prohibition on the use of force in international law was directed at states, and a state’s right to use force in self-defense was triggered by an armed attack by another state, or an attack attributable to another state under international law on state responsibility. Over time, terrorism affected this body of international law, initially through state-sponsored terrorism. Even though state-sponsored terrorism

---

188 UN Charter, Articles 2(4) and 51.
created problems, such as attributing terrorist violence to a state under principles of state responsibility, the paradigm remained one state’s use of force against another state.190

149. The bigger change happened after major terrorist attacks in the 2000s when several states supported the proposition that, under international law, terrorist violence not necessarily attributable to a state could trigger the victim state’s right to use force in self-defense in the territory of another state without its consent.191 This proposition generated criticism,192 indicating that whether it forms part of international law is controversial. Recent uses of military force against the Islamic State in reaction to its terrorist violence have again focused attention on the issue.193

150. Terrorism in the first decade of the twenty-first century also generated other questions. At what point does terrorist violence become an armed attack activating a state’s right to respond with force in self-defense? What kind of attribution is required to justify the use of force against terrorists? Before the victim state can resort to force, what is required from the state where the armed attack by terrorists originated or from the state of the perpetrators’ nationality? How do the requirements of necessity and proportionality apply to the use of force in self-defense in response to terrorist attacks? At what point does the right to use force in self-defense against a terrorist group end?

151. In terms of the armed-attack threshold, where to draw this line concerning terrorist violence was problematic well before cyber terrorism became a policy and legal concern.194 The 9/11 terrorist attacks led NATO to declare that the United States had been victim of an armed attack, triggering the collective self-defense obligations of alliance members.195 However, terrorism on this scale rarely occurs. Traditional arguments that “armed attack” constitutes a high threshold are in tension with state practice that interprets varying levels of terrorist violence as armed attacks.196 In grappling with terrorism, many governments want to preserve military options, which

190 See Section 2.5 (State-Sponsored Terrorism, Weak States, and Cyber Terrorism) supra.
191 See, e.g., Bethlehem, “Principles Relevant to the Scope of State’s Right of Self-Defense,” 776 (arguing international law does not require state consent “in circumstances in which there is a reasonable and objective basis for concluding that the third state is unable to effectively restrain the armed activities of the nonstate actor such as to leave the state that has a necessity to act in self-defense with no other reasonably available effective means to address an imminent or actual armed attack”). See generally Advisory Council on International Affairs, Counterterrorism from an International Perspective (Advisory Report No. 49, Sept. 2006), 24-25; Tams, “The Use of Force Against Terrorists,” 359-97.
195 NATO’s invocation of Article 5 of the Washington Treaty after 9/11 represents the first and, to date, the only time NATO has declared an alliance member has been the victim of an armed attack.
informs preferences for flexibility in determining when terrorist acts trigger the right to use force in self-defense.

152. Controversies also arose about the victim state using force in another state to respond to terrorist violence without the other state being responsible for the violence under international law. International lawyers have debated the legality of the victim state’s use of force in self-defense when the other state has proved unable or unwilling to address the terrorist threat within its territory.\(^\text{197}\) This controversy includes whether a state’s unwillingness or inability to address the threat in its territory permits the victim state to use force against that state (in addition to using force against terrorists) under the right to use force in self-defense.\(^\text{198}\)

4.5.2 Cyber Terrorism and the Use of Force in Self-Defense

153. Turning to cyber terrorism, problems do not arise from hypotheticals that are easy cases. A cyber-9/11 scenario involving significant death and destruction would be an armed attack. Such terrorist attacks happen infrequently, and—given the capabilities, resources, and planning required for a digital 9/11 attack—they might be equally rare with cyber terrorism.\(^\text{199}\) Cyber attacks by terrorists that produce temporary disruptions or limited damage, such as those the Cyber Caliphate claimed to have conducted against CENTCOM, do not cross the terrorism threshold, let alone the armed-attack threshold.\(^\text{200}\)

154. Controversies would likely emerge with cyber terrorist attacks that fall between these ends of the consequence spectrum, which is where controversies have arisen in international law with conventional terrorism. Would a Stuxnet-like attack causing limited physical damage conducted by terrorists be an armed attack permitting the victim state to use force in response?\(^\text{201}\) Would a cyber terrorist attack that disabled critical infrastructure, without causing permanent damage, cross the threshold? Would a state consider a cyber terrorist attack that damaged digital data, thus causing economic losses, an armed attack?


\(^{198}\) See, e.g., International Court of Justice, Case Concerning Armed Activities on the Territory of the Congo (Democratic Republic of the Congo v. Uganda), I.C.J. Reports 2005 (Merits), ¶¶ 146-47 (discussing whether the unwillingness or inability of a state to address irregular forces in its territory triggers a right of self-defense against that state).


155. We also do not know how use of ICTs by terrorists might affect international legal analysis of self-defense issues. International law on the use of force is designed to be neutral as to technologies, but state practice might treat the armed-attack threshold differently if terrorists use ICTs rather than conventional weaponry.\(^{202}\) As noted above, many states prefer a flexible interpretation of the right of self-defense in responding to terrorist violence. However, it is not clear this approach would prevail if terrorists use cyber weapons as opposed to kinetic violence.

156. Although not an act of terrorism, the Stuxnet attack helps illustrate this point. Whether the Stuxnet operation constituted an armed attack has been controversial.\(^{203}\) If the perpetrators had used kinetic munitions, there is little doubt states would have considered the operation an armed attack. Why, then, is there controversy about a cyber attack that caused kinetic damage to physical infrastructure? Does the controversy suggest the armed-attack threshold might be different when cyber weapons are used? The same questions could arise in applying this threshold should terrorists use cyber weapons.

157. Other episodes provide more evidence of state practice but do not clarify the armed-attack threshold concerning cyber terrorist attacks. The cyber operations directed against Saudi Aramco in 2012\(^{204}\) and Sony Entertainment in 2014,\(^{205}\) allegedly conducted by Iran and North Korea respectively, involved destruction of stored data and damage to computers. However, in neither case did the victim state publicly announce it considered the cyber attacks to constitute an armed attack under international law.

158. The cyber context also complicates analysis if acts of cyber terrorism did constitute an armed attack. To use force in self-defense, the perpetrators must be identified and located, and the ability of cyber terrorists to obscure where the attack originated creates problems. What governments or companies (e.g., Internet service providers) must be asked for cooperation in ending the attacks or responding to them before the victim state can use force in self-defense? What if a government, under national law, cannot force an Internet service provider to stop an attack?

159. Given the difficulties with attribution in cyber contexts, when does a state, which is asked for assistance by the victim state, become so uncooperative that the victim state can resort to force in self-defense? What if asking for the cooperation of another state increases the risk of ongoing acts of cyber terrorism? At what point can a victim

\(^{202}\) For discussion of “armed attack” in connection with cyber warfare, see Tallinn Manual, 54-61.

\(^{203}\) Ibid., 58 (noting only some members of the International Group of Experts believed the Stuxnet operation to be an armed attack). But see Mary Ellen O’Connell, “Cyber Security without Cyber War,” Journal of Conflict and Security Law (2012); 17(2): 187-209.


state dispense with cooperation in order to plead necessity in acting “to safeguard an essential interest against a grave and imminent peril”?\footnote{ILC Principles of State Responsibility, Article 25. See also Ivanov, “Combating Cyberterrorism under International Law,” 65-67 (discussing the plea of necessity).}

160. The attribution problem, and the cyber context more broadly, might also affect the principles of immediacy, necessity, and proportionality that regulate the use of force in self-defense. Determining who or what is responsible for a cyber attack can take time, which complicates a state’s ability to satisfy the immediacy principle.\footnote{On the immediacy principle in the context of cyber warfare, see Tallinn Manual, 63-66.} Military responses to terrorist violence have provoked controversies about how the necessity and proportionality principles apply to uses of force taken in self-defense.\footnote{Christian J. Tams and James G. Devaney, “Applying Necessity and Proportionality to Anti-Terrorist Self-Defence,” Israel Law Review (2012); 45(1): 91-106.} States that have used military force against terrorists prefer broad readings of the principles of necessity and proportionality, in the same way they prefer flexibility in determining what constitutes an armed attack.

161. Inserting cyber weapons into this context creates more complexity. A kinetic response by a state to a cyber attack by terrorists raises questions about whether such a response is necessary and proportional. State practice is unlikely to restrict responses to cyber attacks to cyber means and methods, but the difference between cyber and kinetic technologies matters in analyzing how the necessity and proportionality principles apply to uses of force in self-defense. The difficulties associated with attribution of cyber attacks loom larger if a state wants to respond with kinetic violence rather than cyber counter-strikes, an issue relevant to the necessity and proportionality principles.

162. States might respond to cyber terrorist attacks through cyber rather than kinetic means, which raises other questions. A state might claim its cyber response does not amount to a use of force, and, as such, does not rely on the right to use force in self-defense.\footnote{On the use of force in the context of cyber warfare, see Tallinn Manual, 42-52.} Here, the threshold question involves the use of force by the victim, not an armed attack by the terrorist. States might prefer a high use-of-force threshold to permit robust cyber strikes in response to cyber terrorism, avoiding the need to classify the cyber terrorism as an armed attack or the cyber response as a use of force.

163. Again, the Stuxnet operation provides food for thought because whether it amounted to a use of force in international law has been analyzed.\footnote{Russell Buchan, “Cyber Attacks: Unlawful Uses of Force or Prohibited Interventions?,” Journal of Conflict & Security Law (2012); 17: 211-27; Tallinn Manual, 45 (stating that the Stuxnet operation represents a cyber operation “that amount[s] to a use of force”).} If Stuxnet was not a use of force, it was not an armed attack, meaning it did not trigger Iran’s right to use force in self-defense. Likewise, if it was not a use of force, the countries responsible for the operation did not need to justify it under the right to use force in self-defense, but would need to provide a justification under other rules of international law.
164. Cyber attacks by terrorists could also implicate international legal arguments about whether an accumulation of low-level attacks can cross the armed-attack threshold and trigger a state’s right to use force in self-defense. Here, the accumulated attacks could involve a combination of kinetic and cyber attacks, or a series of cyber attacks. Generally, a state’s use of force in self-defense against another state under the so-called “accumulation of events theory” has been controversial.211 However, given “the growing awareness that transnational terrorist attacks present states with a serious problem,” the accumulation of events theory “is not as widely rejected as it was in the past.”212

165. In thinking about use of force issues, the Study Group found itself in a conundrum. The paucity of state practice relevant to cyber terrorism turns analysis into speculation about what might happen if terrorists “go cyber” in the future. But, state responses to conventional terrorism have generated controversies linked to state preferences for flexibility in interpreting and applying international law on the use of force. Why states would opt for less flexibility in the context of cyber terrorism is not obvious, especially when cyber terrorism has not yet emerged as a practical problem. In these circumstances, seeking clarity about triggering thresholds, the immediacy, necessity and proportionality principles, and the accumulation of events theory is more likely to re-play existing controversies than persuade states to support clear rules.

4.5.3 Sanctions and Cyber Terrorism

166. States might experience acts of cyber terrorism that do not cross the armed-attack threshold and, thus, do not trigger the right to use force in self-defense.213 Here, the question becomes what measures states can take to address cyber terrorism not attributable to another state. Before acting, a state victimized by cyber terrorism must seek the cooperation of the state from which the cyber terrorism appeared to emanate, but the same problems associated with attribution, the cooperation required, and timing issues in addressing ongoing acts arise here as well. In addition, how the proportionality requirement for counter-measures applies in responses to cyber terrorism is not clear.214

167. Although not a case of cyber terrorism, the U.S. government implemented sanctions against individuals in the North Korean government believed to be responsible for the cyber operation conducted against Sony Entertainment, which the Obama
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212 Ibid.
administration called “cyber vandalism.” Shortly thereafter, President Obama issued another executive order imposing sanctions on individuals determined to have engaged in cyber-enabled activities reasonably likely to result in, or contribute to, a significant threat to national security, foreign policy, the economic health, or financial stability of the United States. Such sanctions could be applied to terrorists who engage in cyber operations against the United States, in the same way the U.S. government and other countries apply sanctions against individuals involved in conventional terrorism.

4.6 International Humanitarian Law and Responding to Cyber Terrorism

Although most of the international law developed to counter terrorism addresses peacetime contexts, international humanitarian law (IHL) has rules about terrorism committed by states and non-state actors during armed conflicts. Analyzing the international law relevant to responding to terrorism should include IHL as part of understanding how international law might inform responses to cyber terrorism perpetrated by non-state actors.

4.6.1 The Prohibition on Acts or Threats of Violence Committed with the Primary Purpose of Terrorizing Civilians

In international and non-international armed conflict, treaty law prohibits “[a]cts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian population.” This prohibition is considered part of customary IHL. The prohibition would apply to the use of ICTs in armed conflict. The Tallinn Manual states that “[c]yber attacks, or the threat thereof, the primary purpose of which is to spread terror among the civilian population, are prohibited,” and the Manual provides examples of actions that would violate this prohibition:

- A “cyber attack against a mass transit system that causes death or injury . . . if the primary purpose of the attack is to terrorize the civilian population”; and
- A “threat to use a cyber attack to disable a city’s water distribution system to contaminate drinking water and cause death or illness . . . if made with the primary purpose of spreading terror among the civilian population[].”

---

220 Ibid., 123.
170. Although this prohibition covers ICTs, complexities arise with its application in cyber contexts. The rule prohibits “acts or threats of violence.” Like the meaning of “attack” in IHL, this phrase means the cyber action must produce or threaten actual or foreseeable death or injury to persons and/or damage or destruction to property, rather than depriving people access to, or use of, ICTs. Certain cyber operations directed against civilians might not qualify as “acts or threats of violence” but still be intended to spread terror among civilians. For cyber operations that fall outside this prohibition, IHL contains other rules. In addition, determining whether a cyber attack was made with the primary purpose of spreading terror among civilians might be difficult given (1) the attribution problem; and (2) potentially broad readings of “dual use” targets that can be attacked under the law of armed conflict.

4.6.2 International Criminal Law and Violation of the Prohibition on Acts or Threats of Violence Intended to Spread Terror Among Civilians

171. Whether a violation of the prohibition on acts or threats of violence primarily intended to terrorize civilians constitutes a crime in IHL is not as clear as the legal status of the prohibition. Neither Additional Protocol I nor Additional Protocol II defines a violation of its prohibition as a grave breach subjecting a perpetrator to criminal liability. The statute establishing the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) also did not include violations of this prohibition in its list of war crimes.

172. However, the ICTY has prosecuted individuals for committing acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which was to spread terror among civilians under its jurisdiction for violations of “the laws and customs of war.” The ICTY held that the prohibition on acts or threats of violence primarily intended to terrorize civilians was customary international law and, thus, provided the basis for a war crime under its statute. As applied by the ICTY, the elements of this crime require that the offender:

- Engaged in acts or threats of violence against civilians, and the victims suffered grave consequences as a result of such acts or threats of violence;
- Willfully made civilians the object of the acts or threats of violence; and
- Committed the acts or threats of violence with the primary purpose of spreading terror among the civilian population.

173. The statute for the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) gave the tribunal jurisdiction over violations of Additional Protocol II, including “acts of

---
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terrorism.” However, the ICTR did not prosecute anyone for “acts of terrorism” that violated Additional Protocol II.

174. The Rome Statute establishing the International Criminal Court (ICC) does not include acts or threats of violence undertaken with the primary purpose of spreading terror in the civilian population in its definition of the crime against humanity or its list of war crimes. Under the ICC, acts or threats of violence committed with the primary purpose of terrorizing civilians come into play in sentencing individuals found guilty of crimes subject to the ICC’s jurisdiction.

175. Like the ICTR Statute, the statute of the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) gave the court jurisdiction over violations of Additional Protocol II, including “acts of terrorism.” The SCSL prosecuted defendants for committing acts of terrorism.

176. Based on state practice approving and operating international criminal tribunals and the jurisprudence of these courts, whether a cyber attack could constitute this war crime might depend on the jurisdiction of the investigating tribunal. International courts established for particular armed conflicts (e.g., former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, and Sierra Leone) treated acts or threats of violence committed to terrorize civilians as war crimes, but the ICC does not. Further, applying the elements of the war crime of terror and the burden of proof associated with imposing criminal sanctions might confront difficulties in the cyber context, including how the attribution problem could adversely affect identifying the offender and analyzing intent.

4.6.3 Prohibitions on Measures or Acts of Terrorism

177. Certain cyber operations during armed conflict might not satisfy all the elements of the prohibition on acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror in a civilian population, and, thus, might not constitute the war crime of terror. A cyber operation directed against civilian targets might not cross the “attack” threshold in
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IHL but be primarily intended to spread terror among the civilian population. Or, a

cyber operation might be an attack but be undertaken with a variety of motivations rather

than with the primary purpose of terrorizing civilians.

178. While these examples do not fall within the prohibition and war crime described

above, the operations they describe could violate other treaty prohibitions against acts of
terror. For international armed conflict among states, Geneva Convention (IV) Relative to
the Protection of Civilian Persons in Time of War prohibits the use of “all measures of
intimidation or of terrorism” against protected persons. Similarly, in non-international
armed conflict, Additional Protocol II prohibits “acts of terrorism” by state or non-state
actors against “[a]ll persons who do not take a direct part or who have ceased to take part
in hostilities” undertaken “at any time and in any place whatsoever.”

179. These treaty prohibitions cover actions that do not constitute attacks in IHL

because “measures” and “acts” are broader terms than “attacks.” Nor do these rules
require that the primary purpose of the measures or acts be to spread terror in the civilian
population. A measure or act would violate these treaty prohibitions if terrorizing
civilians is only one of a number of motivations.

180. Whether these treaty prohibitions are customary international law is an issue.
The study of customary IHL by the International Committee of the Red Cross cited
sources supporting the claim that custom includes these prohibitions, including the UN
Secretary General’s statement that prohibitions in Article 4 of Additional Protocol II
“have long been considered customary international law.” However, with reference to
Geneva Convention IV, only a minority of members of the International Group of
Experts who produced the Tallinn Manual “took the position that the confluence of
Article 33, Article 51(2), and State practice has resulted in a customary norm prohibiting
any operations, including cyber operations, intended (whether the primary purpose or
not) to terrorize the civilian population.” The San Remo Manual on the Law of Non-
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181. Whether violations of the prohibitions on measures or acts of terrorism involve criminal responsibility in international law has also been debated. As noted above, the ICTY prosecuted individuals for violations of Additional Protocol I’s and Additional Protocol II’s prohibition on acts or threats of violence primarily intended to terrorize civilians. The ICTY statute did not expressly grant the ICTY the power to prosecute individuals for violating the prohibitions on measures or acts of terrorism in Geneva Convention IV or Additional Protocol II. However, these prohibitions, if part of customary international law, could fall under the “laws and customs of war,” violations over which the ICTY has jurisdiction under its statute.

182. The statutes establishing the ICTR and SCSL granted jurisdiction to prosecute individuals for committing “serious violations” of Article 4 of Additional Protocol II, including “acts of terrorism.” ICTR case law held that “serious violations” of Article 4 of Additional Protocol II meant that victims suffered “grave consequences,” which echoes the requirement for grave consequences caused by acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror in the civilian population.

183. However, ICTR jurisprudence does not include cases applying “acts of terrorism” in Article 4 of the court’s statute. The SCSL prosecuted individuals for acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which was to spread terror among civilians, but it had no cases involving acts of terrorism under Article 4 of the Additional Protocol II. Thus, neither the ICTR nor the SCSL cases shed light on treating violations of the prohibition on acts of terrorism in Additional Protocol II as a war crime.

184. Although Geneva Convention IV and Additional Protocol II prohibit “measures” or “acts” of terrorism respectively, the status of these prohibitions in customary international law and international criminal law is not clear. In that regard, they are not as well anchored in international law as the narrower prohibition on threats or acts of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror in a civilian population. This weaker status might pose problems concerning cyber terrorism during armed conflict. The demanding thresholds in the “threats or acts of violence” rule might make the broader prohibitions in Geneva Convention IV and Additional Protocol II more relevant given the range of potential uses of ICTs in armed conflict.

---
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4.7 Response Assistance, International Law, and Cyber Terrorism

185. Treaties supporting anti-terrorism efforts and facilitating cooperation on cyber crime include obligations to engage in law enforcement assistance. Responses to terrorist incidents can also involve states offering to provide other help to countries that suffer attacks, such as technical assistance and humanitarian aid. Cyber terrorist attacks could also create the need in victim states for assistance, particularly technical help to contain the damage and recover. Serious episodes, such as Estonia experienced in 2007, have forced nations to address the need to provide assistance to victim states. These observations identify the importance of exploring international law on the provision of technical and humanitarian assistance to countries that might experience cyber terrorism.

186. Generally, the anti-terrorism treaties do not impose obligations on states parties to provide assistance outside the law enforcement context. The Nuclear Terrorism Convention permits a state party in possession of radioactive material, device, or nuclear facility involved in an act of nuclear terrorism to “request the assistance and cooperation of other States Parties,” which “are encouraged to provide assistance . . . to the maximum extent possible.” The Terrorist Bombings Convention does not even include such non-binding exhortations. Further, state practice demonstrates that governments do not believe they are under a customary obligation to provide technical or humanitarian assistance to victims of terrorist attacks.

187. This situation mirrors other contexts in which states provide technical assistance and humanitarian relief, such as after natural disasters. Generally, states have avoided creating binding duties concerning disaster aid because neither victim countries nor assistance-providing nations have wanted to bind themselves. This reality does not mean assistance fails to flow after disasters. Rather, it reveals reluctance by states to use international law to regulate disaster relief. This reluctance explains why advocates for improved disaster relief re-framed the issue in terms of human rights, including the right of disaster victims to receive humanitarian assistance.

188. In terms of assistance after nuclear or industrial accidents, treaties typically require a state party that receives a request for assistance from another state party to consider the request and decide “whether it is in a position to render the assistance required and indicate the scope and terms of the assistance that might be rendered.”
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This type of obligation does not actually require the requested state to provide assistance, just to consider a request and decide whether to help.

189. The lack of international law requiring states to provide assistance after terrorist attacks, natural disasters, or accidents raises problems for using international law for similar purposes in connection with cyber terrorism. One proposal to use international law to create a duty to help victims of serious cyber attacks illustrates these difficulties. First, this proposal was premised on the difficulty of attributing cyber attacks to specific actors, meaning it was not designed as a strategy for responding to cyber terrorism. In addition to the attribution problem, the political nature of terrorist incidents makes states reluctant to commit in advance to legal obligations to provide assistance, as illustrated by the lack of such duties in anti-terrorism treaties.

190. Second, the duty informing the proposal comes from the law of the sea’s requirement that ships respond to emergency distress signals from other vessels. This obligation has not served as the basis for assistance obligations in other areas, indicating that states have little interest in using it for different purposes. These questions help explain why the idea for a duty to assist victims of cyber attacks has advanced as a non-binding responsibility rather than a binding obligation.

191. Given these considerations, a norm on providing assistance to victims of serious cyber incidents might be best pursued by distancing the norm from the strategy of responding to cyber terrorism. This approach would avoid the attribution problem, the politics involved in cases of terrorism, and the lack of international legal precedents on the provision of assistance in the anti-terrorism context.

192. The Study Group picks up this idea when examining the strategy of protecting against cyber terrorism, which adopts an “all hazards” approach to cyber threats. This strategy does not require categorizing incidents as cyber terrorism in order for action to be taken. A norm supporting the provision of assistance to victims of cyber attacks, regardless of source, is more likely to gain interest than one triggered by terrorist acts.
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4.8 International Law and Responding to Cyber Terrorism: Summary of Options for International Legal Action

4.8.1 Better Utilization of Existing International Law

193. States parties to anti-terrorism, cyber crime, organized crime, extradition, and mutual legal assistance treaties could, where appropriate, indicate that these agreements apply to acts of cyber terrorism. Using the offenses and procedures in established treaties to cover cyber terrorism avoids having to amend these instruments. The Security Council could take the same approach and clarify that its counter-terrorism resolutions, especially Resolution 1373 (2001), apply to cyber terrorism.

194. In terms of the multilateral anti-terrorism treaties, the most important agreements to target are the civil aviation safety treaties, the maritime navigation safety agreement, the Terrorist Bombings Convention, and the Nuclear Terrorism Convention. Although these widely ratified treaties do not cover all types of cyber terrorist attacks, harnessing them for responses to cyber terrorism could be an important step for states to take. Bringing cyber terrorism into these treaties would permit states parties to use the treaty processes to cooperate more effectively on this terrorist threat.

195. The Security Council could also facilitate collective action on cyber terrorism by instructing the Counter-Terrorism Committee to focus on the issue and develop mechanisms for information sharing among UN member states about actual or possible cyber terrorist attacks and ways to respond to, protect against, and prevent such attacks.

196. States parties to cyber crime treaties and the TOC Convention can make clear that the offenses and procedures these agreements contain apply to cyber terrorism. However, existing cyber crime treaties, such as the COE Convention, are not, at present, widely ratified, especially compared to the anti-terrorism agreements and the TOC Convention. This fact counsels putting emphasis on multilateral instruments, such as the anti-terrorism treaties and the TOC Convention.

197. Using extradition and mutual legal assistance treaties to strengthen international law on responding to cyber terrorism presents more challenges. These treaties are largely bilateral, which means there are many treaties that are not identical. Thus, an effort to ensure these instruments apply to cyber terrorism faces a patchwork of agreements and political interests that would, in all likelihood, produce fragmented results.

198. In terms of customary international law, the rules on extraterritorial application of domestic criminal law permit the exercise of extraterritorial jurisdiction in connection with crimes associated with cyber terrorism. These rules do not prevent problems from arising when such jurisdiction is exercised, such as the need to use extradition or mutual legal assistance treaties to get custody of suspects or investigate suspected criminal activity. The claim that customary international law recognizes an crime of international
terrorism is controversial, which means that embracing it as part of strengthening existing international law on responses to cyber terrorism might not be worthwhile.

199. Whether international law on the use of force and self-defense provides options for strengthening responses to cyber terrorism is controversial. The use of force by states in responding to terrorism has produced debates about the legality of such responses and disagreements about when the “use of force” and “armed attack” thresholds are triggered and how the principles of immediacy, necessity, and proportionality apply to force used in self-defense against terrorists. Those interested in reducing the ability of states to use force in response to terrorism have to contend with the preference many states have to retain the option to use force. This preference requires maintaining ambiguity and flexibility on when and how states can use force in self-defense against terrorists.

200. Bringing cyber terrorism into this contentious space does not resolve these controversies. In fact, the range of consequences a terrorist group could achieve through ICTs creates incentives for states to retain as much discretion as possible in using, or threatening to use, force (including through cyber means) in response to cyber terrorism. Doubts about the effectiveness of responses to cyber terrorism based in law enforcement approaches reinforce the interest states have in preserving the use-of-force option.

201. In terms of armed conflict, existing treaty and customary international law prohibit acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of which is to spread terror in civilian populations. This ban applies to the use of ICTs. Strengthening this prohibition with cyber terrorism in mind could involve ensuring that a violation of this ban constitutes a war crime. Although the ICTY, ICTR, and SCSL treated violations of this prohibition as a war crime, the Rome Statute does not include such violations in its list of war crimes. Given the importance of the Rome Statute and the ICC in international criminal law, this fact presents an obstacle to making violations of the prohibition a war crime regardless of the technologies used.

202. Treaty law for international and non-international armed conflict also bans measures or acts of terrorism against civilians or persons not taking part in hostilities, and this prohibition applies to the use of any technology, including ICTs. However, whether this ban is customary international law is not settled, nor is it clear whether violations of the prohibition constitute a war crime. Strengthening this prohibition with cyber terrorism in mind requires (1) solidifying how the ban in the relevant treaties applies to the use of ICTs during armed conflict; and (2) encouraging states to support making the ban part of customary international law and violations of it a war crime. Shifting state practice in these directions is likely to prove difficult for many reasons, including the perception that cyber terrorism is not a core concern for IHL when it comes to contemporary international and non-international armed conflict.

4.8.2 Creating New International Law

203. A second option involves adopting new international law to strengthen responses to cyber terrorism. States parties to relevant anti-terrorism treaties, cyber crime
agreements, and the TOC Convention could amend these instruments or adopt protocols to incorporate cyber terrorism into the regimes. This approach would require defining the offense of cyber terrorism and adding any special extradition and law enforcement cooperation procedures needed for investigating and prosecuting this offense.

204. Amending treaties or negotiating new protocols is, however, often difficult, especially compared to the option of clarifying that cyber terrorism already falls within existing agreements. Even if negotiations succeed, the number of countries that accept amendments or join protocols is often fewer than the number of states parties to the main agreement. This pattern suggests that amending the COE Convention or the TOC Convention, or adding protocols to these treaties, in order to address cyber terrorism might not prove an effective strategy.

205. A second possibility is to push for conclusion of the negotiations on the Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism, which, in its current draft form, would apply to cyber terrorism. However, the prospects for finishing these negotiations are not good, and throwing cyber terrorism into the mix as another reason to conclude this treaty will not transform the stalemate into productive diplomacy.

206. States worried about cyber terrorism could take the issue to the Security Council and seek binding decisions. This idea would follow the precedents the Security Council set in Resolutions 1373 (2001), 1540 (2004), and 2178 (2014). The Security Council could declare cyber terrorism a threat to international peace and security and impose obligations on UN member states to criminalize cyber terrorism, cooperate through sharing information and investigating and prosecuting the crime of cyber terrorism, and reporting to the Counter-Terrorism Committee on steps taken to implement these obligations. Such a Security Council decision would, in effect, achieve many objectives a treaty on cyber terrorism would seek (see below). Whether the Security Council would move in this direction in the absence of serious acts of cyber terrorism is uncertain.

207. Another initiative would involve negotiating a treaty specifically on cyber terrorism. Such a treaty could follow the template established in existing anti-terrorism treaties and include obligations to criminalize the offense of cyber terrorism and to engage in law enforcement cooperation. A cyber terrorism treaty could incorporate mutual legal assistance provisions that address challenges associated with collecting technical and other data needed for effective investigation and prosecution. States concluded the Terrorist Bombings Convention and the Nuclear Terrorism Convention before terrorists had engaged in the offenses these conventions criminalize, which provides precedents for pro-active lawmaking on cyber terrorism.

208. Given controversies with Security Council resolutions imposing binding counter-terrorism obligations, many states might prefer to negotiate a treaty rather than
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leaving cyber terrorism for the Security Council to address. In addition, a treaty on cyber terrorism could include provisions that would not only strengthen responses to cyber terrorism but also help protect against and prevent cyber terrorism.\footnote{See Part 5 (International Law and Protecting against Cyber Terrorism) and Part 6 (International Law and Preventing Cyber Terrorism) infra.}

209. Negotiating treaties can take years. Talks for the Nuclear Terrorism Convention began in 1998 and concluded in 2005. However, UN member states started work on the Terrorist Bombings Convention in 1996 and finished by the end of 1997, indicating that not all treaty negotiations on terrorism become protracted. The prospect of lengthy negotiations is not, in itself, a reason to reject pursuing a treaty on cyber terrorism.

210. The current lack of consensus on what constitutes cyber terrorism would likely make negotiations for a treaty complicated. Some states might use the negotiations for scoring points on other cybersecurity issues, such as cyber espionage and military cyber operations undertaken by governments. The negotiations for the draft Comprehensive Convention on International Terrorism have been adversely affected by controversies about state rather than non-state actions, including military operations during armed conflict. Given the nature of ICTs, their utility for governmental purposes, and political and legal disputes about cyber operations conducted by states, reaching consensus on an approach to cyber terrorism that excludes state behavior will be challenging.

211. Whether states should pursue a treaty on cyber terrorism is a harder question. Although international law on terrorism is largely based in law enforcement approaches, the effectiveness of this strategy is not clear. Anti-terrorism treaties have not prevented terrorism from continuing to be a major problem, exemplified by emergence of Al-Qaeda and then the Islamic State. The weaknesses of traditional approaches are what led policymakers after 9/11 and other major terrorists attacks to emphasize preventing and protecting against terrorism rather than reacting to attacks through criminal law.

212. Similarly, doubts about the effectiveness of cyber crime, extradition, and mutual legal assistance treaties and the TOC Convention have been raised in connection with criminal activities in cyberspace, with concerns ranging from the attribution problem to frustrations with making MLATs work in the timeframes required for investigating cyber crimes. It is not clear how applying the law enforcement approach in these agreements to the cyber terrorism challenge would avoid the problems these treaties have experienced.

213. An alternative strategy would involve the UN taking the lead in preparing a model treaty on combating cyber terrorism. The purpose of such an agreement would be to make available to UN member states an instrument for bilateral or regional cooperation on cyber terrorism. This approach would avoid the problems associated with negotiating a multilateral treaty while providing guidance for states that want to strengthen their policies and practices against cyber terrorist threats.
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND PROTECTING AGAINST CYBER TERRORISM

5.1 Protecting against Terrorism and Cyber Terrorism through an “All Hazards” Approach

214. Law enforcement strategies grounded in criminal law might deter some terrorist activities and, in this way, protect societies from terrorism. However, policymakers have developed measures to protect against terrorism in ways that do not rely on criminal law. These measures “harden the target” by making it more difficult for terrorists to succeed through (1) protecting targets against attacks; (2) securing dangerous materials from terrorist access; and (3) creating resilience through capabilities to mitigate the impact of attacks and recover from them. This strategy assumes deterrence will fail and terrorists will try to attack. In this context, policymakers need interventions not based in criminal law, and these interventions raise their own national and international legal issues.262

215. For terrorism and cyber terrorism, critical infrastructure is at the center of protection strategies.263 Before 9/11, U.S. policymakers identified the need to protect critical infrastructure from physical and cyber attacks by terrorists.264 The 9/11 attacks intensified this emphasis,265 which is also important for many countries.266 Policy documents often frame the cyber terrorism threat in terms of the vulnerability of critical infrastructure.267 However, in the cyber realm, critical infrastructure is vulnerable to more than terrorists. Policymakers also worry about foreign governments, malicious insiders, and criminals penetrating ICT-enabled critical infrastructure.268, 269

263 Internationally, consensus does not exist on what constitutes critical infrastructure. The norm against cyber attacks on critical infrastructure supported by the UN Group of Governmental Experts raised the need for shared understandings of what comprises critical infrastructure. See GGE Report (2015), ¶¶ 5, 13(f).
269 Executive Order, Blocking the Property of Persons Engaging in Significant Malicious Cyber-Enabled Activities (2015). This order came after the United States accused North Korea of launching cyber attacks.
216. Given the range of cyber threats to critical infrastructure, the strategy is to strengthen defenses against infiltrations regardless of their source. This “all hazards” approach protects against not only cyber terrorism but also cyber crime and espionage because improving cyber defenses “hardens the target” against multiple threats.

217. Beyond critical infrastructure, policymakers have tried to secure dangerous items from getting into the hands of terrorists, including plastic explosives and biological, chemical, and nuclear materials. Through treaties, states have criminalized terrorism utilizing biological, chemical, and radiological materials, and improving the physical security of these items seeks to protect these and related technologies from terrorist acquisition. Achieving this objective also protects against access by criminals and foreign governments. In this way, the protection strategy guards against a range of threats rather than reacting to only one type of threat.

218. Concerning resilience, counter-terrorism policy stresses the importance of mitigating the consequences of terrorist attacks and recovering rapidly from them. These tasks focus on capabilities beyond law enforcement and the criminal justice system, including emergency management, health care, specialized response capacities (e.g., chemical decontamination), and public communications.

219. Building resilience often involves making capabilities adaptable to different incidents, ranging from accidents to terrorist attacks. Here again is the “all hazards” approach that seeks to produce benefits across a spectrum of threats. Together with stronger defenses, resilience can create deterrent effects, connecting this strategy with the goal of preventing terrorism.

220. The objectives of hardening targets and making them resilient in the event of an incident give protection strategies distinct characteristics. The “all hazards” nature of these strategies means governments do not have to slot threats or incidents into categories in order to define courses of action. Put another way, strengthening cybersecurity does not require identifying whether a potential or actual attack’s source is a criminal, foreign intelligence agency, or terrorist. Rather, it requires developing ways to reduce vulnerabilities to unauthorized access and mitigate the consequences of infiltrations that
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occur. Unlike law enforcement responses, protection measures do not need detailed definitions of criminal offenses that identify predicate actions and specific intentions.

221. Protection strategies move away from the reactive criminal law approach and embrace proactive “due diligence” activities intended to reduce the prospects of harmful events and outcomes. Such activities seek to decrease vulnerabilities and increase capabilities to mitigate damage if adverse events occur. These goals bring to mind areas of international law that contain obligations on states to take steps to protect persons or activities inside or beyond their respective territories from specified harms.

222. Inside a state’s territory, due-diligence obligations arise in, among other places, foreign direct investment and human rights. Externally, such duties appear in international environmental law, especially the principle that a state must take steps to prevent activities within its jurisdiction from causing damage in the territory of another state. Often, due-diligence actions involve governments regulating the private sector in order to protect persons within or outside their jurisdictions. International law on economic, social, and cultural rights requires states to protect such rights from being undermined by non-state actors, such as corporations. These approaches are relevant for designing strategies to protect against malicious cyber activities.

223. Obligations similar to due diligence also appear in the international law created by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). The ITU Constitution requires ITU member states to maintain, safeguard, and prevent disruptions of the channels and

---
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installations that carry international telecommunications. These duties are particularly important for ITU members in fulfilling their obligation to give priority to all telecommunications concerning safety of life at sea, on land, in the air, or in outer space and to the WHO’s urgent epidemiological communications. The ITU Constitution also includes obligations for member states in connection with preventing harmful interference with radio services.

224. Protection strategies are important to explore because much remains to be done to improve cyber defenses against all kinds of threats, and private-sector enterprises need to strengthen their cyber defenses. However, unlike approaches grounded in criminal law, protection strategies have not received as much attention in international law. Despite the policy emphasis on protecting critical infrastructure from terrorism and cyber terrorism, states have developed little international law that specifically supports critical infrastructure protection. This smaller footprint raises questions about whether protection strategies offer opportunities for development of international law on cyber terrorism.

5.2 Critical Infrastructure Protection, International Law, and Cyber Terrorism

5.2.1 Existing International Legal Mechanisms and Critical Infrastructure Protection

225. A cyber terrorist attack against critical infrastructure, however defined, would be illegal and criminal under national criminal laws, including those implementing treaties on cyber crime. Depending on the nature of the attack, the critical infrastructure targeted, and the scale of the impact, it could also constitute an armed attack under international law, triggering the right to use force in self-defense, or it might violate international humanitarian law during armed conflict. But, these bodies of international law define responses to an attack. They do not contain obligations to protect critical infrastructure before a cyber attack occurs.

226. When we shift from response to protection, the legal landscape changes. The strategy of protecting critical infrastructure from terrorism has not produced much international law. Generally, efforts to protect critical infrastructure are domestically...
focused. Governments can usually improve the security of critical infrastructure within their territories without international cooperation and without using international law.  

227. However, national policies increasingly identify cooperation on critical infrastructure protection (CIP), including cyber aspects, as important. Internationally, the UN’s Group of Governmental Experts on Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications in the Context of International Security (GGE) has identified the need for increased cooperation on cyber threats to critical infrastructure. Regional organizations, such as the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), European Union (EU), Organization of American States (OAS), Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), all facilitate CIP cooperation. Security organizations, including NATO and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, devote attention to CIP. Bilateral relations include CIP activities.

228. In April 2015, over forty countries launched the Global Forum for Cyber Expertise (GFCE) to cooperate on cyber capacity-building efforts. Within the GFCE, the U.S. government announced cyber capacity-building initiatives, including a partnership with the African Union. Critical infrastructure protection is one area in which the GFCE will encourage capacity-building efforts. In July 2015, the GGE also stressed the importance of international cooperation to help less developed countries build capacity to protect ICT infrastructure and ICT-dependent critical infrastructure.
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293 Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, 4.
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229. With some exceptions, cooperation on CIP has largely proceeded without the need for, or the creation of, new international law.\(^{306}\) Cooperation on CIP in the cyber context focuses on encouraging states to strengthen domestic capacities. Beefing up defenses involves identifying effective policies (e.g., creating computer incident or emergency response teams), sharing information, providing assistance, and devoting diplomatic attention to this challenge. This pattern echoes cooperation and international law on the security and safety of facilities using nuclear materials,\(^{307}\) transboundary pollution,\(^{308}\) and industrial accidents,\(^{309}\) which emphasize securing operations, sharing information, providing assistance, and cooperation to enhance protection capabilities.

230. Existing treaties not specific to CIP have proved flexible enough to allow cybersecurity for CIP to become an agenda item. International organizations, treaty regimes, and cooperative mechanisms relevant to critical infrastructure sectors, such as nuclear energy, air and maritime transport, submarine communication cables, and communication satellites, have started to consider cybersecurity within their mandates.

231. The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) developed a Computer and Information Security Programme overseen by its Office of Nuclear Security\(^{310}\) and included cybersecurity in its *Nuclear Security Plan 2014-2017*.\(^{311}\) The states parties to the Convention on Nuclear Safety identified cybersecurity as a cross cutting issue.\(^{312}\) The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) has taken action to address cybersecurity, including adding recommendations on cybersecurity to the annex on security in the Convention on International Civil Aviation.\(^{313}\) The Facilitation and Maritime Safety Committees of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) “have initiated consideration of cyber security matters[.].”\(^{314}\) The International Cable Protection Committee, which addresses the security of submarine communication cables, has also

---


\(^{309}\) Convention on the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents.


started to consider cybersecurity issues. The need to strengthen international space law to address cybersecurity threats to satellites has been recognized.

232. The Security Council’s Counter-Terrorism Committee has addressed CIP in working with UN member states on implementing Security Council resolutions on terrorism. The Committee’s Executive Directorate has emphasized “the urgent need for Member States to protect critical infrastructures.” The Committee has included CIP in reviewing member states’ implementation of Resolution 1373 (2001).

5.2.2 Treaty Law Specific to Critical Infrastructure Protection

233. Specific treaty law for CIP that has emerged is limited in scope or substance. The EU requires member states to identify “European critical infrastructure” in the energy and transport sectors, provide information about designated infrastructure, and mandate that operators have security plans, including for cyber risks. In December 2015, the European Commission adopted the Network and Information Security Directive, the “first EU-wide legislation on cybersecurity,” which requires EU member states to improve their cybersecurity capabilities and operators of essential services (such as energy, transport, banking, health, and digital infrastructure) to adopt “appropriate security measures and report incidents to the national authorities.”

234. Members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization agreed to cooperate on “[e]nsuring information security of critical structures.” When it enters into force, the African Union’s Convention on Cybersecurity and Personal Data Protection will require each party to adopt a national cybersecurity policy that includes protecting cyber

---
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321 Shanghai Cooperation Organization, Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of International Information Security, Article 3.
infrastructure essential for the functioning of critical infrastructure and imposing more severe sanctions for criminal activities directed against such infrastructure.\footnote{AU Convention, Article 24.}

235. These general and sector-specific obligations involve binding requirements, which distinguishes them from non-binding activities undertaken in many existing treaty regimes. The examples come from diverse geographical groupings of states and countries with different political interests and levels of economic development. This interest in using international law directly to address cybersecurity challenges in protecting critical infrastructure suggests that more could be done with this approach.

5.2.3 New Norms Supporting Critical Infrastructure Protection

236. As part of efforts to strengthen cybersecurity, norms have been proposed that relate to CIP.\footnote{Interest in cyber norms exists beyond the issue of CIP. See, e.g., GGE Report (2015), ¶ 9 (stressing the importance of identifying “voluntary, non-binding norms for responsible State behaviour and to strengthen common understandings to increase stability and security in the global ICT environment”).} The U.S. government has expressed concern that U.S. critical infrastructure is vulnerable to malicious cyber activity undertaken by other countries and non-state actors, and the Commander of U.S. Cyber Command and Director of the NSA stressed the need for “norms or principles for behavior in this space.”\footnote{Hearing of the House Select Intelligence Committee, “Cybersecurity Threats: The Way Forward,” Nov. 20, 2014 (Federal News Service Transcript) (testimony of Admiral Michael Rogers), https://www.nsa.gov/public_info/files/speeches_testimonies/ADM.ROGERS.Hill.20.Nov.pdf.}

237. The U.S. government promoted a norm that countries should not knowingly conduct cyber operations in ways that damage critical infrastructure,\footnote{Alex Grigsby, “The UN GGE on Cybersecurity: What is the UN’s Role?” Council on Foreign Relations Net Politics, Apr. 15, 2015, http://blogs.cfr.org/cyber/2015/04/15/the-un-gge-on-cybersecurity-what-is-the-uns-role/.} and the GGE endorsed this norm in 2015.\footnote{GGE Report (2015), ¶ 13(f).} The U.S. government also promoted a norm that prohibits countries from interfering with activities of computer security incident or emergency response teams because these capabilities are critical to protecting critical infrastructure and responding to incidents.\footnote{Grigsby, “The UN GGE on Cybersecurity.”} The GGE also backed this norm.\footnote{GGE Report (2015), ¶ 13(k).}

238. At present, proposals and support for such norms usually are in the realm of “soft law” because they are not attached to treaty-making processes and are not the basis for claims the norms are customary international law. Some norms, such as the one against countries knowingly damaging critical infrastructure through cyber operations, are cyber-specific corollaries of existing international legal rules, including the principles on sovereignty and non-intervention and the prohibition on the use of force by states, under which such critical infrastructure-damaging operations are already illegal.\footnote{Fidler, “Whither the Web?,” 17. On the principle of sovereignty and cyberspace, see Benedikt Pirker, “Territorial Sovereignty and Integrity and the Challenges of Cyberspace,” in Peacetime Regime for State
239. Promoting norms against cyber activities conducted by states that international law already prohibits should not be controversial. These norms reflect the application of general international legal rules to cyber-specific contexts. From that perspective, they are not new norms, which raises questions about why they are being promoted as such rather than as efforts to clarify how existing norms apply in cyberspace. Are the proposed norms designed to address the perceived failure of general international legal rules in the cyber context? If so, how are the proposed norms, which are based on the general rules, going to fare better? Further, proposed norms about state behavior do not address non-state actors that might conduct cyber attacks against critical infrastructure.

5.2.4 Controversy over Revising the International Telecommunication Regulations

240. The ITU Constitution contains a general obligation on ITU member states concerning the maintenance and safeguarding of their international telecommunication facilities. This duty supports protecting such facilities as critical infrastructure. However, negotiations on including a provision specific to security in the revised International Telecommunication Regulations (ITRs), a treaty adopted under ITU auspices, produced controversy. Many ITU member states refused to accept the revised ITRs. In announcing the U.S. government’s decision to reject the revised ITRs, the lead U.S. negotiator stated the U.S. government believed “the ITRs are not a useful venue for addressing security issues,” and the United States “cannot accede to vague commitment that would have significant implications but few practical improvements on security.”

241. This controversy was not about treating ICT-dependent telecommunication networks as critical infrastructure. It had to do with disagreements about Internet governance. The United States and other countries opposed any role for the ITU in Internet governance potentially created by the revised ITRs, including the provision on security. Although this controversy does not preclude the ITU from addressing cyber threats to international telecommunication infrastructures, it suggests ITU efforts on cybersecurity might be fraught with problems.


333 The provision of the revised ITRs in question is Article 5A, which requires ITU member states to “endeavour to ensure the security and robustness of international telecommunication networks in order to achieve effective use thereof and avoidance of technical harm thereto, as well as the harmonious development of international telecommunication services offered to the public.” ITU, Final Acts of the World Conference on International Telecommunications (Dubai, Dec. 3-14, 2012), International Telecommunication Regulations, 6.


335 See Section 2.2 (Internet Governance and Cyber Terrorism) supra.
5.2.5 Critical Infrastructure Protection, International Law, and the Private Sector

242. The private sector often operates much of a country’s critical infrastructure. International legal obligations on states for protecting critical infrastructure from cyber attacks can be identified. However, due-diligence duties directly applicable to private-sector owners and operators of critical infrastructure do not exist in international law. Treaties relevant to critical infrastructure protection typically require states parties to regulate and hold responsible private-sector actors within their respective jurisdictions.334 The Study Group has seen no evidence that international law contains direct duties for critical infrastructure operators in the private sector, whether the threat is conventional or cyber terrorism. This situation is consistent with other areas of international law in which due diligence has been analyzed.335

5.2.6 Critical Infrastructure Protection and International Law: Summary

243. The integration of cybersecurity into international policies and activities designed to protect critical infrastructure demonstrates this process is important for defending against cyber terrorism. Here, international law plays two roles. First, it provides rules and institutional mechanisms that allow states to focus on cybersecurity and CIP within broader cooperative regimes. Through these efforts, states are producing “soft law” on their responsibilities to improve cybersecurity for critical infrastructure. This soft law informs domestic activities and cooperation in intergovernmental organizations and treaties.336 Second, states use international law to develop binding obligations for cyber CIP and harmonized approaches to stronger cyber defenses.

244. State practice contains some indications of a nascent cyber-defense norm focused on the responsibility states have to improve cybersecurity as part of protecting critical infrastructure.337 This norm functions like due-diligence norms in other areas of international law. It emphasizes the need for states to take steps—including regulation of the private sector—to protect activities and persons in their territories from harm and build capacities to mitigate adverse effects that might occur, including cross-border harms. As in other due-diligence contexts, these steps are most effectively carried by engaging the public and private sectors—and ensuring collaboration between them.

334 See, e.g., Convention on Nuclear Safety, Article 9 (providing “[e]ach Contracting Party shall ensure that prime responsibility for the safety of a nuclear installation rests with the holder of the relevant license and shall take appropriate steps to ensure that each such license holder meets its responsibility?”).
335 French and Stephens, Due Diligence in International Law, 18-19 (noting that, despite attempts to apply human rights obligations directly to corporations, international law does not contain such obligations).
336 These efforts also relate to the development of “confidence-building measures.” See GGE Report (2015), ¶ 16(d)(ii) (identifying the value of “mechanisms and processes for bilateral, subregional, regional and multilateral consultations on the protection of ICT-enabled critical infrastructure”).
337 Ibid., ¶ 13(g) (identifying norm that “States should take appropriate measures to protect their critical infrastructure from ICT threats”).
5.3 Resilience, International Law, and Cyber Terrorism

245. Protection strategies aim to strengthen a government’s and society’s abilities to mitigate the damage from a terrorist attack and recover from it. Resilience comes from capabilities that permit rapid identification of an attack and its scope, effective control of its consequences, and rapid restoration of the status quo ante. Policymakers have stressed the need for resilience across all types of terrorism, but especially with respect to terrorism involving biological, chemical, or radiological materials.

246. States have used international law to support these objectives. For example, the World Health Organization (WHO) revised the International Health Regulations (IHR) in order to strengthen national and international capabilities to identify and manage serious disease events regardless of their source.338 The IHR require WHO member states to participate in a global disease surveillance system and build and maintain national surveillance and response capacities for serious health incidents, whether the threats result from naturally occurring phenomena, accidents, or terrorist attacks. This “all hazards” approach is designed to have each state possess the ability to mitigate the negative health and social consequences and rapidly return to normality.

247. Similarly, treaties on transboundary industrial and nuclear accidents attempt to strengthen states parties’ abilities to control effects from accidents, whatever the cause. For example, the Convention on the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents requires states parties to “take appropriate measures to establish and maintain adequate emergency preparedness to respond to industrial accidents.”339

248. Cybersecurity experts have identified the need for cyber systems to be resilient when affected by unauthorized intrusions, no matter the source.340 This theme has been prominent concerning the cyber aspects of CIP.341 The development by states of computer incident or emergency response capabilities reflects the cyber resilience objective. States could use international law to support cyber resilience by, for example, including resilience in activities supporting the cyber-defense norm discussed above.

5.4 Beyond Critical Infrastructure: Due Diligence, International Law, and Protecting against Cyber Terrorism

249. Although critical infrastructure has received the lion’s share of attention, terrorists have attacked targets that are not critical infrastructure. The terrorist attacks in Paris against a satirical publication and a supermarket are examples. Cyber attacks against targets that are not critical infrastructure could also happen with cyber terrorism.

339 Convention on the Transboundary Effects of Industrial Accidents, Article 8(1). See also Convention on Nuclear Safety, Article 16.
250. Protecting computer systems and networks beyond critical infrastructure from cyber terrorism is a daunting challenge. The penetration of ICTs in economies, societies, and individual lives means governments cannot protect all non-governmental activities and must collaborate with the private sector to increase cybersecurity. Such collaboration has proved difficult with cyber crime, a problem the private sector increasingly faces. Attempting to advance these efforts by stressing cyber terrorism confronts problems because private-sector entities probably perceive the likelihood of being attacked by cyber terrorists is remote compared to other cybersecurity risks.

251. Unlike the cyber-defense norm related to CIP, little, if any, state practice reflects that governments believe they have a responsibility under international law to protect their economies and societies broadly from malevolent cyber activities. Moving states in this direction might run into problems, including the diverse abilities of governments to fulfill this responsibility, resistance by states to binding duties to develop and maintain capabilities for cyber due diligence, and the fear that more government involvement in private-sector cybersecurity would threaten privacy, civil liberties, and innovation.

5.5 Securing Dangerous Materials, International Law, and Cyber Terrorism

252. States have used international law to ensure that certain dangerous weapons and materials do not fall into terrorist hands. This law includes treaties on the protection of nuclear materials during international transport and the marking of plastic explosives. Non-proliferation treaties concerning nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons are also considered useful in reducing potential terrorist acquisition of these materials. The Security Council has also imposed obligations on UN member states to prevent terrorists from getting access to nuclear, biological, and chemical materials.

253. How relevant this international law is for protecting against cyber terrorism is not clear. Identifying cyber equivalents of plastic explosives or radiological, chemical, and biological materials is difficult, if not misguided. Some attention has been paid to the potential need to regulate buying and selling of so-called “zero day” software vulnerabilities because terrorists could buy and weaponize them in malware designed to attack critical infrastructure or other targets. However—unlike plastic explosives and radiological, chemical, and biological materials—a zero-day vulnerability is simply information about a software flaw. Restricting access to this type of information is
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difficult because it is valuable not only to terrorists and criminals but also to software makers, cybersecurity researchers, law enforcement officials, and intelligence agencies.

254. Beyond zero-days, it is not clear how states would use international law to secure dangerous malware from terrorists. The danger with malware arises from the expertise to write and disseminate malevolent code rather than from the code itself, which is not directly threatening to life and property as nuclear, chemical, and biological materials are. Further, malware tailored to attack specific computer systems cannot be easily used against other targets. Efforts to protect against terrorist use of nuclear, chemical, and biological materials include educating scientists on safe, secure, and legal research,\textsuperscript{347} or providing employment to reduce the possibility that terrorists would buy their expertise.\textsuperscript{348} These ideas also do not translate well to the cyber context.

255. The nature of ICTs might require a different approach to “securing materials” that would emphasize reducing (1) cybersecurity vulnerabilities in hardware and software in research, development, and production; and (2) cybersecurity risks created by the ways governments, private-sector organizations, and individuals use cyber products and services. The objective would not be zero tolerance for zero-days but improvements in the security of ICTs and their use throughout production processes and supply chains.\textsuperscript{349}

256. This objective would require changes in how hardware and software technologies are developed and how people use them. For example, software manufacturers worldwide are not liable for the security of their products, unlike products in other sectors. However, creating a “culture of cybersecurity” through vendor liability and other strategies would face obstacles, including opposition from powerful companies and collective action problems global application of such strategies would produce.\textsuperscript{350}

5.6 Export Controls and Protecting against Cyber Terrorism

257. States use export controls on dual-use technologies to prevent terrorists from obtaining them. For example, the U.S. export control system seeks to prevent supporters of international terrorism from getting biological, chemical, and nuclear materials and technologies.\textsuperscript{351} International law can require or support such use of export controls.\textsuperscript{352}

\textsuperscript{347} See, e.g., Committee on Education on Dual Use Issues in the Life Sciences, \textit{Challenges and Opportunities for Education about Dual Use Issues in the Life Sciences} (Washington, D.C.: National Academies Press, 2010).


\textsuperscript{349} \textit{GGE Report} (2015), ¶ 13(i) (identifying norm that “States should take reasonable steps to ensure the integrity of the supply chain so that end users can have confidence in the security of ICT products”).


\textsuperscript{351} U.S. Department of State, \textit{Overview of Export Control System}, \url{http://www.state.gov/trade/export/overview/}.

\textsuperscript{352} See, e.g., UN Security Council, Resolution 1540 (2004).
States often attempt to harmonize export controls on dual-use technologies and monitor their distribution through non-binding regimes, such as the Wassenaar Arrangement.\footnote{Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies, http://www.wassenaar.org/ [hereinafter Wassenaar Arrangement].}


259. Global dissemination and availability of ICTs and know-how, including black markets for tools and exploits, poses challenges for export control strategies. Counter-terrorism officials worry that terrorists have access to the latest encryption technologies—just one indication of how accessible cyber tools and techniques are.\footnote{Andrew Parker, Director General of the Security Service, Terrorism, Technology, and Accountability: Address to the Royal United Services Institute, Jan. 8, 2015, https://www.mi5.gov.uk/home/about-us/who-we-are/staff-and-management/director-general/speeches-by-the-director-general/director-generals-speech-on-terrorism-technology-and-accountability.html. See also Section 6.5.3 (Preventing Cyber Terrorism, Encryption, and International Law) infra.} In addition, developing attack capabilities requires computer skills as well as software. Nevertheless, interest by states in export controls to restrict dissemination of malware continues to exist.\footnote{See, e.g., U.S. Department of Defense, The DoD Cyber Strategy (Apr. 2015), 27 (noting the U.S. government “has a range of domestic export control regimes for governing dual-use technologies that can be used to prevent proliferation” of destructive malware).}
5.7 Situational Awareness, Civil and Political Rights, and Protection Strategies

260. An “all hazards” protection strategy requires “situational awareness” created by searching for, collecting, and sharing information about threats and vulnerabilities.\(^{360}\) Identifying malware signatures, intrusion tactics, and good defensive practices and sharing them can increase protective measures against threats in the cyber ecosystem. This threat data often does not include personally identifying information and, thus, raises fewer privacy concerns when collected and shared.\(^{361}\)

261. However, achieving situational awareness to protect against threats, including terrorism, through surveillance and information sharing between the public and private sectors creates concerns about civil and political rights.\(^{362}\) Privacy controversies about surveillance and information sharing between the government and private sector have arisen repeatedly with attempts to adopt cybersecurity legislation in the United States, Europe, and other countries. The need for situational awareness also touches international law’s recognition of the rights of privacy and freedom of opinion and expression.\(^{363}\)

262. Even before Edward Snowden began his disclosures of NSA surveillance programs in 2013, human rights advocates were worried about government surveillance of cyber communications. In 2011, the UN’s Special Rapporteur on the right to freedom of opinion and expression identified government activities targeting Internet use that “are clearly incompatible with States’ obligations under international human rights law, and often create a broader ‘chilling effect’ on the right to freedom of opinion and expression.”\(^{364}\) These concerns focused on authoritarian governments and informed the “Internet freedom” perspective championed by democratic states.

263. Snowden exposed surveillance activities undertaken by democracies, especially the countries that constitute the so-called “Five Eyes.” Snowden’s leaks made the “right to privacy in the digital age” a significant issue with the adoption of a UN General Assembly resolution,\(^{365}\) reports from UN human rights officials,\(^{366}\) and appointment of a

\(^{360}\) GGE Report (2015), ¶ 13(j) (identifying norm that “States should encourage responsible reporting of ICT vulnerabilities and share associated information on available remedies to such vulnerabilities to limit and possibly eliminate potential threats to ICTs and ICT-dependent infrastructure”).


\(^{363}\) International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, Dec. 16, 1966, entered into force Mar. 23, 1976, 999 UNTS 171, Article 17 (privacy) and Article 19 (freedom of opinion and expression).


special rapporteur on the right to privacy. However, these UN activities do not mean states have reached consensus on how cyber surveillance undertaken for national security reasons affects human rights recognized in international law.

264. Efforts to protect against cyber threats, including cyber terrorism, through an “all hazards” approach confront domestic and international political and legal difficulties associated with increasing surveillance and information sharing while respecting civil and political rights. Unfortunately, disagreements are deep not only between democratic and authoritarian countries but also among and within democracies in contexts where governments have growing security interests in surveillance and information sharing. Acknowledging that international human rights law applies to surveillance and information sharing in protection strategies does not resolve the disagreements that exist.

265. One way to avoid these disagreements is to focus “all hazard” protection strategies (as opposed to law enforcement approaches) on collecting and sharing technical information that does not contain personally identifiable information. Whether states could agree on this approach is, however, questionable. The controversy about information sharing has obstructed progress on cybersecurity legislation in a number of countries, even though the option to focus information sharing on technical data not implicating privacy has been on the table for years. Other countries want to use protection strategies under broad notions of terrorism. Even if states agreed to limit information sharing for “all hazards” protection purposes to technical data, the imperative to prevent terrorism involves the same human rights controversies.

5.8 International Law and Protecting against Cyber Terrorism: Summary of Options for International Legal Action

5.8.1 Better Utilization of Existing International Law

266. Existing international law offers ways to strengthen an “all hazards” approach to protecting against cyber threats, including cyber terrorism. Here, the center of gravity is critical infrastructure protection. States parties to various treaties are moving to protect critical infrastructure by strengthening cyber defenses through cooperative processes in the treaties and other mechanisms. Through these activities, a nascent cyber-defense norm might be emerging that reflects responsibilities states have to protect critical infrastructure from cyber threats and cooperate on achieving this protection. This pattern in bilateral, regional, and multilateral regimes should be encouraged and aided by, among other things, identifying best practices and analyzing challenges these efforts create.

267. One treaty regime where advancing cyber-defense activities related to critical infrastructure would face problems is the ITU. The failure of the ITU’s negotiations on revising the ITRs flowed, in part, from inclusion within the revised regulations of a provision on security. Given the extent of this controversy, suggesting that ITU member
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368 See Section 6.5 (Surveillance, International Human Rights, and Preventing Cyber Terrorism) *infra.*
states work to strengthen strategies to protect critical communication infrastructures from the range of cyber threats might not be received well.

268. International human rights concerns associated with an “all hazards” cyber defense strategy can be mitigated by focusing information sharing on information that does not contain personally identifiable data. However, the prospects for reducing the tensions between this needed component of an “all hazards” cyber-defense approach and international human rights law are not, at present, good.

5.8.2 Creating New International Law

269. Strengthening cyber defenses for critical infrastructure could form part of a treaty addressing cyber terrorism. Even though the “all hazards” approach does not privilege one threat over another, a treaty on cyber terrorism could support stronger, all-around cyber-defense activities. It could harmonize criminal law and law enforcement cooperation and catalyze improvements in cyber defenses for critical infrastructure, including resilience capabilities.

270. Creating new international law to protect against cyber terrorism through export controls or a strategy of “securing dangerous materials” is not a promising option. The export control regime used to address ICTs, the Wassenaar Arrangement, is not a treaty, and its controls are not binding on participating states. Using treaty law to prevent certain ICTs from falling into terrorist hands would not be effective given the nature of these technologies and their global dissemination.
INTERNATIONAL LAW AND PREVENTING CYBER TERRORISM

6.1 Preventing Terrorism and International Law

271. A distinguishing feature of policy on terrorism after 9/11 and other major terrorist attacks was a shift by many governments to strategies designed to prevent terrorism. Response and protection approaches contribute to prevention when they deter terrorist violence, but prevention strategies look beyond criminal law and “harden the target” efforts. Prevention of terrorism connects to general principles of international law that contain duties on states to prevent all forms of violence and conflict.369

272. From the prevention perspective, criminal law approaches to terrorism largely guide responses after terrorists strike. Protecting against terrorism is important for prevention, but the protection path remains predominantly passive and, thus, vulnerable to persistent terrorist efforts. By contrast, prevention measures actively seek to find, frustrate, and stop terrorist activities before attacks occur.

273. In general terms, efforts to prevent terrorism involve:

- Expanding intelligence activities to identify terrorists and their planning;
- Cutting off financial support and flows of recruits to terrorist groups;
- Reducing incitement for people to engage in terrorism;
- Undertaking covert or overt actions, including the use of military force, against individuals and/or groups suspected of terrorist activities; and
- Addressing the root causes of terrorism.

274. States have used, or appealed to, international law in pursuing terrorism prevention. After 9/11 and other major terrorist attacks, the UN Security Council adopted resolutions requiring or urging UN member states to take actions to prevent terrorism.370 Regional organizations adopted treaties with terrorism prevention as an objective.371

275. Some prevention strategies generated controversies in international law. Expanded surveillance for counter-terrorism purposes raised international human rights issues before Snowden began his disclosures.372 Concerns have arisen about efforts to prohibit incitement of terrorism infringing on the freedom of expression.373 Pre-emptive

370 See Section 6.3 (Security Council Mandates on Terrorism Prevention and Cyber Terrorism) infra.
or preventive uses of military force against terrorist threats justified under the right to use force in self-defense generated debates about the legality of such actions. 

276. Terrorism prevention strategies, and the legal instruments and controversies related to them, are in play when thinking about preventing cyber terrorism. Efforts to prevent terrorist acts, such as using military force against terrorists, could make it more difficult for them to develop and use ICTs to attack. International legal obligations on states to prevent terrorism require prevention of acts of cyber terrorism as well. Finally, features of cyber terrorism exacerbate controversies in the relationship between international law and terrorism prevention.

6.2 Defining Terrorism and Preventing Terrorism

277. The strategy of preventing terrorism requires a definition of terrorism to guide prevention activities. Countries have failed to agree on a definition of terrorism, but this problem has not deterred states and the Security Council from creating international legal obligations on terrorism prevention.

278. In terms of what terrorism means, the prevention strategy is generally grounded in the offenses contained in the anti-terrorism treaties. Security Council resolutions on terrorism prevention emphasize the importance of UN member states joining these instruments. Treaties emphasizing terrorism prevention adopted after 9/11 also use the anti-terrorism treaties to define what states parties mean by terrorism.

279. However, problems experienced with terrorism prevention demonstrate that states do not necessarily restrict their understanding of terrorism to the offenses found in the anti-terrorism treaties. UN human rights bodies have raised concerns that some states have vague and broad anti-incitement laws, creating the potential for non-violent political speech and advocacy to be treated as incitement to terrorism—a problem “complicated by differences of view regarding the definition of the term ‘terrorism’ itself.”

280. Analyzing prevention strategies in connection with cyber terrorism reinforces the importance of the Study Group’s working definition of cyber terrorism. This definition tracks how states have defined terrorist offenses in the anti-terrorism treaties. This affinity facilitates using terrorism prevention strategies found in international law to think about preventing cyber terrorism. Definitional proximity permits interpreting obligations on states to prevent terrorism to include duties to prevent cyber terrorism.

375 See Section 3.1 (Defining “Terrorism” and International Law) supra.
377 Inter-American Convention against Terrorism, Article 2; Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism, Article 1 and Appendix.
379 See Section 3.2 (Considerations in Defining Cyber Terrorism) supra.
380 See Section 6.3 (Security Council Mandates on Terrorism Prevention and Cyber Terrorism) and Section 6.4 (Terrorism Prevention in Treaty Law and Preventing Cyber Terrorism) infra.
281. However, this approach does not eliminate potential definitional problems and questions related to cyber terrorism in the context of prevention. None of the existing anti-terrorism treaties in force expressly applies to cyber terrorism, which requires scrutinizing these treaties to see whether they can be interpreted as applicable to cyber terrorism. With terrorism prevention strategies centered on the offenses found in the anti-terrorism treaties, the importance of being able to apply these treaties to cyber terrorism becomes apparent, as it did with response strategies. Problems with this approach again raise the potential need to adopt a treaty specifically on cyber terrorism.

282. Concerns about terrorism prevention strategies covering more than the offenses in the anti-terrorism treaties are also important in thinking about preventing cyber terrorism. Here, two problems converge in a way that creates controversy. First, human rights advocates worry that many states define and use terrorism prevention as a way to infringe on rights that international law protects, such as freedom of expression.

283. Second, terrorist exploitation of the Internet to communicate, spread propaganda, recruit, and raise funds creates pressure for terrorism prevention policies to target a broad range of activities in cyberspace. This dynamic explains why some definitions of “cyber terrorism” include terrorist use of the Internet for purposes other than damaging property or harming people. The need to address terrorist uses of the Internet places additional stress on tensions between terrorism prevention and respect for human rights in international law.

6.3 Security Council Mandates on Terrorism Prevention and Cyber Terrorism

284. The Security Council has adopted resolutions that required or encouraged UN member states to take actions to prevent terrorism and acts related to terrorism. Resolution 1373 (2001) contains a number of mandates, including preventing the financing of terrorist acts, suppressing recruitment of members for terrorist groups, preventing the movement of terrorists across borders, and taking steps to prevent the commission of terrorist acts (such as providing early warning information to other states). In Resolution 1624 (2005), the Security Council called on UN member states to prohibit incitement to commit terrorist acts, prevent such conduct, and deny safe haven to any persons guilty of incitement. In Resolution 2178 (2014), the Security Council required UN member states to prevent and suppress recruiting, organizing, transporting, and equipping individuals who travel to participate in terrorist acts in other states.

285. None of the Security Council’s resolutions relevant to the prevention of terrorism mentions cyber terrorism. The Security Council’s Counter-Terrorism
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381 See Section 4.2 (Anti-Terrorism Treaties) supra.
382 See also Terrorist Financing Convention.
Committee has also not focused on cyber terrorism. Its survey of UN member states’ implementation of Resolution 1373 (2001) does not contain information specifically about cyber terrorism.\(^{384}\) The Committee’s survey on the implementation of Resolution 1624 (2005) reflected concerns with use of the Internet to engage in incitement of terrorism but contained nothing about cyber terrorism as defined by the Study Group.\(^{385}\)

286. Nevertheless, these Security Council resolutions are relevant to prevention of cyber terrorism in two ways. First, the resolutions encompass the offenses in the anti-terrorism treaties. As analyzed earlier,\(^{386}\) terrorists could commit some of these offenses through using ICTs. In those cases, prevention measures undertaken pursuant to Security Council resolutions should also address cyber means and methods of terrorism.

287. Second, the resolutions do not limit terrorism prevention to the offenses in the anti-terrorism treaties. While this broader scope creates controversy, use of ICTs to cause death, injury, or damage to property with the intent to spread fear or compel behavior constitutes terrorism within the meaning of the resolutions. As defined in this report, cyber terrorism is terrorism of the kind the Security Council has declared a threat to international peace and security.

288. For the Study Group, the Security Council’s mandates and calls for preventive actions can readily be interpreted to apply to cyber terrorism and acts related to such terrorism. Resolution 1373 (2001)’s mandates cover efforts to finance, support, or facilitate acts of cyber terrorism. Resolution 2178 (2014)’s requirements on preventing and suppressing terrorist recruitment apply to attempts to recruit persons skilled in ICTs. Resolution 1624 (2005)’s call to prohibit and prevent incitement to commit terrorist acts covers incitement to commit acts of cyber terrorism.

289. Reading Security Council resolutions on terrorism prevention as applicable to cyber terrorism would be helped if UN member states expressly supported this approach. This support could arise through the Counter-Terrorism Committee’s work overseeing implementation of Security Council resolutions on terrorism.

### 6.4 Terrorism Prevention in Treaty Law and Preventing Cyber Terrorism

290. In 2005, the Council of Europe adopted the Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism as part of the post-9/11 emphasis on preventing terrorism. Like the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cybercrime, the Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism is important in this area of policy concern.\(^{387}\) This treaty requires states parties to take

---


\(^{385}\) Counter-Terrorism Committee, *Global Survey of the Implementation by Member States of Security Council Resolution 1624 (2005).*

\(^{386}\) See Section 4.2 (Anti-Terrorism Treaties) supra.

\(^{387}\) Council of Europe, *Action against Terrorism: Convention on Prevention of Terrorism (CETS No. 196)*, http://www.coe.int/t/dlapil/codexter/Overview_196_en.asp (noting the Convention was the first treaty to criminalize public provocation to commit terrorism, recruitment for terrorism, and training for terrorism).
appropriate actions to prevent the terrorist offenses found in the anti-terrorism treaties while respecting human rights.\footnote{388}{Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism, Articles 1-3 and Appendix.} It requires states parties to:

- Make public provocation to commit a terrorist offense, recruitment for terrorism, and training for terrorism criminal offenses in national law;\footnote{389}{Ibid., Articles 5-7.}
- Take jurisdiction over these offenses;\footnote{390}{Ibid., Article 14.}
- Investigate allegations these offenses have been committed;\footnote{391}{Ibid., Article 15.}
- Extradite or prosecute any person alleged to have committed these offenses.\footnote{392}{Ibid., Article 18.}

291. Unlike the Security Council resolutions, the scope of the Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism is restricted to the offenses found in the anti-terrorism treaties. The offenses the Convention requires states parties to criminalize—provocation, recruitment, and training—are legally defined to include the offenses in the anti-terrorism treaties. Thus, this treaty does not explicitly cover cyber terrorism.

292. The treaty could apply if, for example, a person attempted to recruit or train a software programmer to use ICTs to commit any offense established in the anti-terrorism treaties, such as unlawful acts against civil aviation or nuclear terrorism. If the UN adopted a treaty on cyber terrorism and it entered into force, the Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism could be amended to include the offenses in it.\footnote{393}{Ibid., Article 28.}

293. The Council of Europe adopted a protocol to the Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism in October 2015.\footnote{394}{Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism, Oct. 22, 2015, not in force, Council of Europe Treaty Series No. 217.} This protocol supports the obligations the Security Council imposed in Resolution 2178 (2014) on preventing and suppressing terrorist recruitment. The protocol makes “a number of acts, including taking part in an association or group for the purpose of terrorism, receiving terrorist training, travelling abroad for the purposes of terrorism and financing or organising travel for this purpose, a criminal offence” and “provides for a network of 24-hour-a-day national contact points facilitating the rapid exchange of information.”\footnote{395}{Council of Europe, Details of Treaty No. 217, http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/217.}

294. Despite global interest in preventing terrorism, the Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism only has 35 parties a decade after it was adopted, and no non-members of the Council of Europe have ratified it.\footnote{396}{Council of Europe, Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism: Status of Ratification (as of July 31, 2016), http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/Commun/ChercheSig.asp?NT=196&CM=1&DF=&CL=ENG.} Given that protocols often have fewer parties than the main treaties, the new protocol might have fewer parties than the
Convention. Such limited participation perhaps counsels against seeing the Convention, or one modeled on it, as helpful for preventing cyber terrorism. Prevention measures of the type included in this treaty could, instead, be built into a treaty designed to address cyber terrorism as a specific form of terrorism.

6.5 Surveillance, International Human Rights, and Preventing Cyber Terrorism

6.5.1 Preventing Terrorism, Surveillance, and International Human Rights Law

295. Human rights inform terrorism prevention because terrorism threatens human rights that governments have international legal obligations to protect. Preventing terrorism requires gathering and sharing information relevant to identifying terrorists and their activities. The incentive to prevent terrorism led to expanded surveillance and information-sharing powers for intelligence and law enforcement agencies in the domestic law of many countries after 9/11 and other major terrorist attacks.

296. The emergence of the Islamic State as a dangerous terrorist group that exploits the Internet in its operations has reinforced how critical surveillance activities are to counter-terrorism. Implementing the Security Council’s resolution on ending the flow of foreign fighters to terrorist groups requires serious intelligence collection and sharing—within and among countries—to identify and interdict individuals who might be preparing to join foreign terrorist groups.

297. The move into expanded surveillance by many countries demonstrated their belief that terrorism prevention, among other considerations, is a legitimate reason for undertaking surveillance under international human rights law. The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights acknowledged that surveillance for terrorism prevention was legitimate in evaluating the impact of surveillance on privacy protected by the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

298. However, human rights advocates have expressed concerns about encroachment of counter-terrorism surveillance on the rights to freedom of opinion and expression, freedom of assembly, and privacy protected by international law. Snowden’s revelations exacerbated tensions between expansive surveillance powers, counter-terrorism efforts, and human rights. Although the NSA and other agencies conducted surveillance for reasons beyond counter-terrorism, the objective of preventing terrorism has been, and remains, a core rationale for NSA surveillance.

397 As of this writing, the protocol has been ratified by one member state of the Council of Europe. Council of Europe, Additional Protocol to the Council of Europe Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism: Status of Ratification (as of July 31, 2016), http://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list/-/conventions/treaty/217/signatures?p_auth=Ulw9Oecg.

398 See, e.g., Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Human Rights, Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism, 7.

399 UN Security Council, Resolution 2178 (2014).


401 See Section 5.7 (Situational Awareness, Civil and Political Rights, and Protection Strategies) supra.
299. Although international human rights law recognizes terrorism prevention as a legitimate reason for surveillance, conducting surveillance for this purpose has to comply with domestic and international law’s requirements, including that the surveillance not constitute arbitrary or unlawful interference with privacy. As controversies triggered by Snowden show, how these requirements apply reveals disagreements among states, particularly with respect to mass and/or extraterritorial surveillance activities.

300. Post-Snowden reports by UN human rights officials asserted mass surveillance can constitute arbitrary interference with privacy because it can create discriminatory and disproportionate impacts on privacy relative to the contribution surveillance makes to counter-terrorism. The officials also argued that international human rights law applies to surveillance states undertake outside their territories. As commentators noted, these interpretations do not reflect the ways in which many governments interpret international law or how governments actually engage in domestic or foreign surveillance.

301. Although nothing new, gaps between statements by UN human rights officials and state behavior signal entrenched problems. Before Snowden, UN human rights efforts raised concerns about governments using counter-terrorism to engage in domestic surveillance that violated international human rights law. The attention generated by Snowden does not appear to have had an impact on this problem. Human Rights Watch criticized a new Chinese counter-terrorism law because it would establish “a total digital surveillance architecture subject to no legal or legislative control” that was inconsistent “with international law and the protection of human rights.”

302. After Snowden, UN human rights officials identified problems with foreign surveillance conducted for counter-terrorism purposes. These efforts have not, to date, stimulated major changes in the countries Snowden’s disclosures highlighted, especially the United States and the United Kingdom. Changes made by the United States, such as according the privacy interests of foreign nationals approximately the same treatment as U.S. persons, did not rely on, or even refer to, international human rights law. More
recent terrorist attacks, such as those in Paris in November 2015, San Bernardino in December 2015, Brussels in March 2016, and Orlando in June 2016 have produced renewed interest in expanded government surveillance powers for counter-terrorism.409

6.5.2 Preventing Cyber Terrorism, Surveillance, and International Human Rights Law

303. The imperative associated with undertaking surveillance for terrorism prevention purposes exists for cyber terrorism. Preventing cyber terrorism produces incentives for intrusive surveillance. First, cyber terrorism is unlikely to exist without some connection to other terrorist activities, which means surveillance for counter-terrorism is part of surveillance for preventing cyber terrorism. Second, timeframes for preventing cyber terrorism might be shorter than for kinetic terrorism because the former might have a smaller, harder-to-identify operational “footprint” than the latter.

304. Thus, efforts to prevent cyber terrorism do not escape the controversies associated with applying international human rights law to surveillance for terrorism prevention. Cyber terrorism does not contain unique elements that provide ways to close the gap between what international human rights law requires (according to UN human rights officials) and how states conduct surveillance for counter-terrorism purposes. Cyber terrorism is likely to be connected with other terrorist activities, so attempting to cabin off cyber terrorism for *sui generis* human rights consideration in the context of terrorism prevention is not credible, nor does it have a basis in international law.

305. Given the present lack of cyber terrorism as defined by the Study Group, the human rights controversies about surveillance for terrorism prevention are, at the moment, abstract. However, a major cyber strike by terrorists would undoubtedly trigger demands for more surveillance to prevent future acts of cyber terrorism. Then, the arguments about how international human rights law applies to heightened surveillance to prevent terrorism would play out again, and probably no more productively than they have in the wake of major conventional terrorist attacks.

6.5.3 Preventing Cyber Terrorism, Encryption, and International Law

306. In 2016, tension between the use of encryption to protect digital communications and counter-terrorism efforts became a major issue. Although intelligence and law enforcement concerns about terrorist use of encryption had already

---

emerged, the U.S. government’s attempt to force Apple, Inc. to bypass encryption on an iPhone used by one of the perpetrators of the San Bernardino attacks generated controversy.\textsuperscript{410} This controversy involved many features, but it reinforced worries that terrorist use of encryption would adversely affect efforts to prevent terrorist attacks.\textsuperscript{411} For example, encrypted communications can complicate surveillance of terrorist activities, make cyberspace “go dark” for counter-terrorism efforts, and, thus, undermine the critical role surveillance plays in terrorism prevention. Not everyone agreed with government warnings about the impact of encryption on surveillance of digital communications,\textsuperscript{412} but the issue became too prominent to ignore.

307. The encryption controversy has global scope, with countries beyond the United States grappling with the implications of encryption for counter-terrorism.\textsuperscript{413} International lawyers also had to address the issue, with the most prominent discussion occurring in international human rights law. For example, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Promotion and Protection of the Right to Freedom of Opinion and Expression argued that “[e]ncryption and anonymity . . . provide the privacy and security necessary for the exercise of the right to freedom of opinion and expression in the digital age.”\textsuperscript{414}

308. Although not focused on cyber terrorism as defined by the Study Group, the encryption controversy is relevant for preventing all forms of terrorist activity, including terrorist exploitation of cyberspace.\textsuperscript{415} However, at present, consensus about how to address encryption in counter-terrorism is lacking within and across countries. Linking encryption with the rights of privacy and the freedoms of opinion and expression connects encryption with the existing frictions between surveillance for counter-terrorism and respect for human rights under international law discussed above.

6.6 Use of Military Force, International Law, and Preventing Cyber Terrorism

309. Efforts to prevent terrorism include governments using military force to disrupt imminent attacks (anticipatory self-defense) or emerging threats (preventive or pre-emptive self-defense). The controversies associated with such military strikes against

\textsuperscript{410} The U.S. government terminated its litigation against Apple when it managed to find a way to access the contents of the iPhone in question with the help of a third party. Kevin Parrish, “FBI Drops Its Fight with Apple over Shooter’s Recovered iPhone 5C,” Digital Trends, Mar. 28, 2016, http://www.digitaltrends.com/mobile/fbi-apple-vacate/.


\textsuperscript{415} For example, encrypted communications could make it harder for intelligence and law enforcement officials to identify and understand attempts by terrorist groups to use the Internet to radicalize individuals.
terrorists include their compatibility with international law on the use of force and self-defense, the law of armed conflict, and international human rights law on extrajudicial killing.416 International law permits the use of force against imminent terrorist attacks, but controversy surrounds using force against emerging terrorist threats as preventive self-defense. While international law on the use of force against imminent terrorist attacks or emerging terrorist threats can be readily described, a UN special rapporteur cautioned that “the question of which framework applies, and the interpretation of aspects of the rules, have been the subject of significant debate.”417

310. Inserting cyber terrorism into this debate requires analyzing two scenarios—the use of kinetic force and the use of cyber force to prevent an imminent attack or emerging threat of cyber terrorism. The use of kinetic force to prevent cyber terrorism would agitate the debate, especially whether (1) the cyber threat justifies the use of lethal force in self-defense; and (2) the use of kinetic force is disproportionate to the cyber threat. If the use of kinetic force cannot be justified under the right of self-defense, then those ordering the use of force could be accused of extrajudicial killing in violation of international human rights law.

311. Applying these bodies of international law would require information about the threat prevented (e.g., was the thwarted attack likely to cause death or injuries?), but, as with conventional terrorism, the state launching the preventive strike is unlikely to make such classified information available. This lack of transparency, combined with skepticism that many cyber threats would warrant use of lethal force to prevent, would make the justifications of anticipatory self-defense or, if accepted as permitted by international law, pre-emptive self-defense harder to sustain.

312. However, countries that believe use of kinetic force to prevent terrorism is legitimate are not likely to renounce this option because terrorists might attack with ICTs. Those who believe preventive kinetic strikes violate international law might be more opposed to such strikes against threats of cyber terrorism. The international legal debate about the preventive use of force against terrorism would continue unabated.

313. The other scenario involves using cyber operations to prevent imminent acts, or an emerging threat, of cyber terrorism.418 Preventive cyber attacks might not raise questions about the proportionality of force used in self-defense or extrajudicial killing when they do not result in, or could not foreseeably cause, death, injury, or substantial property damage. Being able to avoid the controversies that the use of kinetic force to prevent cyber terrorism would generate provides incentives to develop “active cyber defense” capabilities in order to gather actionable intelligence and launch preventive cyber strikes.

417 Ibid., ¶ 36.
418 Offensive cyber capabilities to undertake such cyber attacks are rapidly developing. In 2016, the United States disclosed that it was conducting offensive cyber attacks against the Islamic State as part of the armed conflict being waged against this group. See David E. Sanger, “U.S. Cyberattacks Target ISIS in a New Line of Combat,” New York Times, Apr. 25, 2016, A1.
314. However, these incentives should be kept in perspective. Terrorists already so extensively use the Internet for communications, recruiting, propaganda, and fundraising that states supportive of preventive strikes against terrorists have ample national security reasons for developing capabilities to monitor and disrupt cyber-based terrorist activities.

6.7 Root Causes of Terrorism, International Law, and Preventing Cyber Terrorism

315. Preventing terrorism is often linked with the need to address its root causes. This idea has been prominent in efforts to counter violent extremism. Despite the frequency with which root causes are raised, what these causes are remains subject to debate. The diverse contexts in which terrorism arises and the disparate motivations individuals have for turning to terrorism make the search for root causes complex, difficult, and prone to go well beyond legal instruments. Solutions offered for root causes, such as “improve human rights” or “generate economic opportunities for the disenfranchised,” often overlook all the failed efforts to achieve these objectives.

316. International law applicable to preventing terrorism often does not include duties to address the root causes of terrorism. Obligations in international law relevant to root causes, such as international human rights law, do not necessarily take on heightened legal importance or become more effective because states want to prevent terrorism.

317. Thus, a root-causes approach to cyber terrorism is not likely to be productive. Debates about root causes do not disappear when terrorism is preceded by the word “cyber.” The Islamic State’s use of the Internet and social media underscores how difficult identifying root causes can be when cyber elements come into play. The Islamic State’s cyber media operations are sophisticated and global, meaning this terrorist movement attracts cyber-literate adherents from different parts of the world to participate in violent extremism that rejects Western modernity. At the moment, this phenomenon is ‘a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma.’

6.8 International Law and Preventing Cyber Terrorism: Summary of Options for International Legal Action

6.8.1 Better Utilization of Existing International Law

318. Strategies for preventing terrorism have generated consensus and controversy in international law. In terms of consensus, the international legal rules developed to prevent financing of terrorism, other forms of support for terrorist activities, incitement to commit

---


420 But see ASEAN Convention on Counter Terrorism, Article VI(2) (providing that “[s]ubject to the consent of the Parties concerned, the Parties shall cooperate to address the root causes of terrorism and conditions conducive to the spread of terrorism to prevent the perpetration of terrorist acts and the propagation of terrorist cells”).
terrorism, and the flow of foreigners to terrorist groups emerged from multilateral treaty negotiations and Security Council resolutions. Although not adopted to address cyber terrorism, this international law can be interpreted to apply to cyber terrorism without amending these instruments.

319. The best strategy for utilizing existing international law in this way is to focus on the Security Council resolutions that impose obligations or urge action concerning terrorism prevention, namely Resolutions 1373 (2001), 1624 (2005), and 2178 (2014). The Counter-Terrorism Committee could work with the Security Council to make clear that the resolutions cover cyber terrorism as a threat to international peace and security. In hewing closely to how states have previously defined terrorist offenses, the Study Group’s definition of cyber terrorism would support this approach.

320. To make use of the Council of Europe’s Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism and its new protocol, the existing anti-terrorism treaties that define the Convention’s scope would have to be interpreted to cover cyber terrorism. Otherwise, applying this Convention and its protocol to cyber terrorism would require adoption of a treaty on cyber terrorism.

321. Controversies have arisen with terrorism prevention in connection with intelligence activities’ impact on human rights law and the use of force against terrorists justified as anticipatory self-defense or, more problematically, pre-emptive self-defense. Efforts to prevent cyber terrorism will not reduce the interest in surveillance seen in terrorism prevention strategies, and there is nothing about cyber terrorism suggesting that concerns about surveillance based in human rights law will dissipate. Debates about the legality of preventive strikes against imminent or emerging threats of cyber terrorism will only lessen if states conduct them through cyber operations rather than kinetic weapons.

322. In these two contexts, it is difficult to identify credible suggestions for better utilization of existing international law in relation to cyber terrorism. The main controversies involve fundamental political and legal disagreements about what the law means and how it applies when the objective is the prevention of terrorism.

6.8.2 Creating New International Law

323. Here, two courses of action are worth considering. First, the Security Council could adopt a resolution on the prevention of cyber terrorism that creates binding obligations and/or urges UN members to take action. The Security Council adopted the resolutions on terrorism prevention discussed above in response to terrorist activity, including the 9/11 attacks and the rise of the Islamic State. Convincing the Security Council to be pro-active on cyber terrorism without a signature incident would be difficult, but a call for such a resolution could still help bring attention to the issue.

421 This coverage would also inform reading the Terrorist Financing Convention as applying to the financing of cyber terrorism.

422 See Section 4.2 (Anti-Terrorism Treaties) supra.
324. Second, the objective of preventing cyber terrorism could be included in a treaty
addressing this form of terrorism. This report previously identified a specific treaty on
cyber terrorism as a potential strategy for strengthening responses to cyber terrorism and
efforts to protect countries from such terrorism.423 Such a treaty could include prevention
as an objective as well, which would make the instrument comprehensive in terms of
policy approaches to cyber terrorism. Preventing cyber terrorism could also be an
objective of additional protocols to existing treaties that address terrorism or cyber crime.

423 See Section 4.8 (International Law and Responding to Cyber Terrorism: Summary of Options for
International Legal Action) and Section 5.8 (International Law and Protecting against Cyber Terrorism:
Summary of Options for International Legal Action) supra.
7

CONCLUSIONS

7.1 The Report and the Study Group’s Objectives

325. The Study Group had four objectives:

- Examine the potential threat of cyber terrorism;
- Develop a definition of “cyber terrorism”;
- Produce and analyze an inventory of international law potentially relevant to cyber terrorism; and
- Assess whether pro-active international legal actions concerning cyber terrorism would be worthwhile and feasible.

326. The Study Group believes it has achieved these objectives, and it summarizes its findings in this concluding part.

7.1.1 Examine the Potential Threat of Cyber Terrorism

327. The Study Group noted the perceived gap between warnings about cyber terrorism and the general and episodic international legal attention paid to this problem. Policy concerns about terrorists attacking with ICTs continued as the Study Group worked on this report, but the ongoing lack of incidents of cyber terrorism (as defined in this report) remains an issue. By contrast, terrorist use of the Internet to communicate, spread propaganda, and recruit members became an even more pressing problem because of the rise of violent extremist groups, such as the Islamic State, and their extensive use of cyberspace for multiple purposes.424

328. It remains plausible that terrorist groups will develop the motivation and capabilities to engage in cyber attacks, but, since the Study Group started its work, no “game changing” technological or other development has transformed the plausible into the probable. Cyber incidents associated with terrorist groups, such as the one involving CENTCOM claimed by the Islamic State’s Cyber Caliphate, have not revealed technological sophistication indicating a threshold has been crossed. However, some experts believe the Islamic State’s use of the Internet, and its purported recruiting of computer experts, portends a potential shift towards cyber attack capabilities.

329. This context creates problems for pro-active international legal action to address cyber terrorism because, in the absence of actual incidents, creating political and diplomatic traction to address a speculative threat is more difficult.

7.1.2 Develop a Definition of Cyber Terrorism

330. The Study Group developed a working definition of cyber terrorism to guide its analysis.\textsuperscript{425} The Study Group’s definition tracks how states and international organizations have defined terrorism in other contexts, particularly in the definition of offenses in anti-terrorism treaties. Having a definition that shares features with existing international law has advantages, such as (1) facilitating strategies to utilize international legal instruments and mechanisms more effectively; (2) centering potential law-making activities on familiar ground; and (3) avoiding political and human rights controversies broader concepts of terrorism create.

7.1.3 Identify and Analyze International Law Potentially Relevant to Cyber Terrorism

331. The report identifies and assesses a significant amount of international law that is potentially relevant to responding to, protecting against, and preventing cyber terrorism. The report is not an exhaustive analysis because the Study Group did not consider in detail, for example, every regional anti-terrorism or cyber crime treaty. However, the review was sufficiently comprehensive to inform the Study Group’s thinking about what actions might strengthen international law’s contribution to addressing cyber terrorism.

332. The international law examined is not evenly distributed across the response, protect, and prevent strategies. States have developed more international law relevant to responding to terrorism—largely through application of criminal law and law enforcement approaches—than for protecting against and preventing terrorist acts. This heavier “footprint” on the response strategy contrasts with post-9/11 policy emphases on protection against and prevention of terrorism.

7.2 Assessment of Potential Actions to Strengthen International Law on Cyber Terrorism

333. In its analysis of international law relevant to cyber terrorism under the response, protection, and prevention strategies, the Study Group summarized potential options for international legal action.\textsuperscript{426} The report divided these options into strategies for better utilization of existing international law and for creation of new international law. Here, the Study Group identifies what it believes are the most feasible options for strengthening international law on cyber terrorism.

\textsuperscript{425} See Section 3.3 (The Study Group’s Working Definition of Cyber Terrorism) \textit{supra}.

\textsuperscript{426} See Section 4.8 (International Law and Responding to Cyber Terrorism: Summary of Options for International Legal Action), Section 5.8 (International Law and Protecting against Cyber Terrorism: Summary of Options for International Legal Action) and Section 6.8 (International Law and Preventing Cyber Terrorism: Summary of Options for International Legal Action) \textit{supra}.
7.2.1 Better Utilization of Existing International Law

334. Across the response, protection, and prevention strategies, the report identified possibilities for applying existing international legal rules, instruments, and mechanisms to cyber terrorism. The best approaches involve states (1) interpreting offenses contained in certain anti-terrorism treaties as applicable to cyber terrorism; (2) reading Security Council resolutions on terrorism to cover cyber terrorism; and (3) using processes established in treaties or Security Council resolutions (e.g., the Counter-Terrorism Committee) to bolster protection of critical infrastructure and societies in general against cyber attacks. Potentially the most promising of these options is for states parties to exploit existing treaty regimes related to improve critical infrastructure protection against cyber attacks. This approach is being adopted in multilateral regimes on nuclear energy, civil aviation, and maritime transport and could be expanded and accelerated.

335. Even though these approaches do not create new international law, they would require states to incorporate cyber terrorism within the scope of different treaties and Security Council resolutions. States would need sufficient incentives to undertake such efforts, and the lack of cyber terrorist incidents weakens this strategy’s political pull. Uneven political interest could produce only patchwork progress on these options.

7.2.2 Creating New International Law

336. The Study Group identified a number of possibilities for creating new international law. Parties to existing treaties potentially relevant to cyber terrorism could amend the agreements, or adopt protocols to them, to bring this issue formally into these regimes. The Beijing Convention and Protocol adopted by ICAO reflect this strategy, but it could be used with other anti-terrorism treaties, including the Terrorist Bombings Convention and the Nuclear Terrorism Convention. Similarly, parties to the Council of Europe’s Convention on Cyber Crime, Convention on the Prevention of Terrorism, or similar regional agreements could adopt cyber-terrorism protocols. The UN could draft model treaties on cyber terrorism that states could use to strengthen bilateral or regional cooperation against cyber terrorism.

337. However, working across different treaty regimes would, in all likelihood, produce fragmented results that do not coherently or consistently raise the profile of cyber terrorism in international law. A more unified, systematic strategy would involve (1) negotiating a treaty on cyber terrorism that included provisions on responding to, protecting against, and preventing acts of such terrorism; and/or (2) the Security Council’s adoption of a resolution requiring UN member states to address cyber terrorism response, protection, and prevention in the same way the Security Council has done for terrorism generally and terrorism linked to biological, chemical, and nuclear materials.
7.3 Recommendations for the International Law Association

338. In submitting this report, the Study Group has completed its task for the ILA. Based on its work, the Study Group makes the following recommendations to the ILA:

- Amend the Study Group’s mandate and extend the timeline for its work to the end of 2018, create a new study group, or establish an ILA committee on terrorism and cyberspace to prepare for the consideration of states, international organizations, and non-state experts:
  
  1) A multilateral convention on responses to, protection against, and prevention of cyber terrorism;
  2) A model treaty for bilateral or regional purposes on improving cooperation on combatting cyber terrorism;
  3) A model protocol for existing anti-terrorism and cyber crime treaties that specifically addresses cyber terrorism; and/or
  4) A resolution by the Security Council on cyber terrorism.

  Through such activities, the ILA could develop documents that states, international organizations, and non-governmental experts might find useful in thinking about the role and functions of international law in addressing the intersections between ICTs and terrorism. This type of activity is within the scope of ILA’s work because ILA bodies have produced draft conventions and instruments that influenced the progressive development of international law.427

- Amend the Study Group’s mandate, create a new study group or groups, or establish an ILA committee on terrorism and cyberspace to examine:
  
  1) International law and the use of the Internet and ICTs by terrorist groups for communications, propaganda, raising funds, and recruitment;
  2) The relationship between international law and Internet governance in connection with terrorist use of the Internet; and
  3) The threshold for engaging state responsibility under international law specifically in connection with cyber attacks by state and non-state actors.

  * * *

ANNEX

DEFINITIONS OF “CYBER TERRORISM”

This Annex contains various definitions of “cyber terrorism,” and one of “information terrorism,” from dictionaries, experts, and governmental and intergovernmental sources.

Dictionary Definitions:

- *Merriam Webster Dictionary*: “Terrorist activities intended to damage or disrupt vital computer systems.”
- *Oxford English Dictionary*: “The politically motivated use of computers and information technology to cause severe disruption or widespread fear.”

Expert Definitions:

- Mark M. Pollitt (1998): Cyber terrorism involves “premeditated, politically motivated attack against information, computer systems, computer programs, and data which results in violence against non-combatant targets by sub-national groups or clandestine agents.”
- Dorothy Denning (2000): “Cyberterrorism is the convergence of terrorism and cyberspace. It is generally understood to mean unlawful attacks and threats of attack against computers, networks, and the information stored therein when done to intimidate or coerce a government or its people in furtherance of political or social objectives. Further, to qualify as cyberterrorism, an attack should result in violence against persons or property, or at least cause enough harm to generate fear. Attacks that lead to death or bodily injury, explosions, plane crashes, water contamination, or severe economic loss would be examples.”
- Gabriel Weimann (2005): “Cyberterrorism is the use of computer network tools to harm or shut down critical national infrastructures (such as energy, transportation, government operations).”
- William L. Tafoya (2011): Cyber terrorism involves “the intimidation of civilian enterprise through the use of high technology to bring about political, religious, or ideological aims, actions that result in disabling or deleting critical infrastructure data or information.”

428 Mark M. Pollitt, “Cyberterrorism—Fact or Fancy?,” *Computer Fraud & Security* (1998); 2 (February): 8-10.
Governmental and Intergovernmental Definitions:

- U.S. National Infrastructure Protection Center (2001): Cyber terrorism is “a criminal act perpetrated by the use of computers and telecommunications capabilities resulting in violence, destruction and/or disruption of services to create fear by causing confusion and uncertainty within a given population, with the goal of influencing a government or population to conform to a political, social or ideological agenda.”432

- Agreement between the Governments of the Member States of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization on Cooperation in the Field of International Information Security (2008):

  2. Information terrorism.
  
  This threat emanates from terrorist organizations and individuals involved in terrorist activities acting unlawfully through information resources against regarding them. It is characterized by the use of information networks by terrorist organizations to carry out terrorist activities and recruit new supporters; destructive impact on information resources leading to disruption of public order; control or blocking of mass media channels; use of the Internet or other information networks for terrorist propaganda, creating an atmosphere of fear and panic in the society, as well as other negative impacts on the information resources.433

- NATO (2008): Cyber terrorism is “a cyber attack using or exploiting computer or communication networks to cause sufficient destruction to generate fear or intimidate a society into an ideological goal.”434

- South Africa (2011): Cyber terrorism “means use of internet based attacks in terrorist activities by individuals and groups, including acts of deliberate large scale disruptions of computer networks, especially computers attached to the internet, by the means of tools such as computer viruses.”435

- Austria (2013): “Cyber terrorism is defined as a politically motivated crime of state and / or non-state actors against computers, networks and the information stored therein. Its aim is to provoke a severe or long-term disruption of public life or to cause serious damage to economic activity with the intention of severely intimidating the population, of forcing public authorities or an international organisation to carry out, tolerate or omit an act or of profoundly unsettling or destroying the political, constitutional, economic or social foundations of a state

---

or an international organisation. These acts constitute organised cyber sabotage (attacks) caused by political-fundamentalist groups or individual perpetrators; they are directed against states, organisations or enterprises.\textsuperscript{436}

\textbf{Cyber Terrorism Offenses in National Criminal Law:}

\begin{itemize}
  \item India’s Information Technology Act, Section 66F:
    \begin{enumerate}
    \item (1) Whoever, —
      \begin{enumerate}
      \item with the intent to threaten the unity, integrity, security or sovereignty of India or to strike terror in the people or any section of the people by—
        \begin{enumerate}
        \item denying or cause the denial of access to any person authorized to access computer resource; or
        \item attempting to penetrate or access a computer resource without authorization or exceeding authorized access; or
        \item introducing or causing to introduce any Computer Contaminant [e.g., malware] and by means of such conduct causes or is likely to cause death or injuries to persons or damage to or destruction of property or disrupts or knowing that is is likely to cause damage or disruption of supplies or services essential to the life of the community or adversely affect the critical information infrastructure specified in section 70, or
        \end{enumerate}
      \item (B) knowingly or intentionally penetrates or accesses a computer resource without authorization or exceeding authorized access, and by means of such conduct obtains access to information, data or computer database that is restricted for reasons of the security of the State or foreign relations; or any restricted information, data or computer database, with reasons to believe that such information, data or computer database so obtained may be used to cause or likely to cause injury to the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of India, the security of the State, friendly relations with foreign States, public order, decency or morality, or in relation to contempt of court, defamation or incitement to an offence, or to the advantage of any foreign nation, group of individuals or otherwise,
        
        commits the offence of cyber terrorism.
    \end{enumerate}
    \item (2) Who commits or conspires to commit cyber terrorism shall be punishable with imprisonment which may extend to imprisonment for life.\textsuperscript{437}
    \end{enumerate}
  \item Pakistan’s Prevention of Electronic Crimes Ordinance:
    \begin{enumerate}
    \item 17. Cyber terrorism.—
\end{enumerate}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{436} Ibid.
(1) Any person, group or organization who, with terroristic intent utilizes, accesses or causes to be accessed a computer or computer network or electronic system or electronic device or by any available means, and thereby knowingly engages in or attempts to engage in a terroristic act commits the offence of cyber terrorism.

Explanation 1.—For the purposes of this section the expression “terroristic intent” means to act with the purpose to alarm, frighten, disrupt, harm, damage, or carry out an act of violence against any segment of the population, the Government or entity associated therewith.

Explanation 2.—For the purposes of this section the expression “terroristic act” includes, but is not limited to,—

(a) altering by addition, deletion, or change or attempting to alter information that may result in the imminent injury, sickness, or death to any segment of the population;

(b) transmission or attempted transmission of a harmful program with the purpose of substantially disrupting or disabling any computer network operated by the Government or any public entity;

(c) aiding the commission of or attempting to aid the commission of an act of violence against the sovereignty of Pakistan, whether or not the commission of such act of violence is actually completed; or

(d) stealing or copying, or attempting to steal or copy, or secure classified information or data necessary to manufacture any form of chemical, biological or nuclear weapon, or any other weapon of mass destruction.

(2) Whoever commits the offence of cyber terrorism and causes death of any person shall be punishable with death or imprisonment for life, and with fine and in any other case he shall be punishable with imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend to ten years, or with fine not less than ten-million rupees, or with both.
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